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1 REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE

2

3 Pursuant to California Civil Procedure Code Section 430.30(a) and California Evidence

4 Code Sections 452(b) and 452(c), Defendant County of Monterey requests that the Court take

5 judicial notice of the following:

6 1. California Assembly, Natural Resources Committee, Assembly Floor Analysis,

7 Senate Bill 4 Third Senate reading, 2013 — 2014 Session (amended September 6, 2013) (“Senate

8 Analysis”). A copy of the Senate Analysis is attached as exhibit A.

9 2. Letter from author of Senate Bill 4, Senator Fran Pavley, to Secretary of the

10 Senate, Gregory Schmidt, dated September 12, 2013, regarding Senate Bill 4 (“Pavley

11 Letter”). A copy of the Pavley Letter is attached as exhibit B.

12 3. Transcript of a hearing before the County of Monterey Board of Supervisors on

13 September 23, 2014, regarding Senate Bill 4 (“Supervisors 9/23/14 Transcript”). A copy of the
oz

14 Supervisors 9/23/14 Transcript is attached as exhibit C.

15 Section 452(b) allows the Court to take judicial notice of the “[r]egulations and legislative

16 enactments issued by or under the authority of the United States or any public entity in the United

17 States.” Cal. Evid. Code § 452(b). Specifically, Section 452(b) authorizes judicial notice of

18 legislative history and regulatory interpretations. Johnson v. Am. Standard, Inc., 43 Cal.4th 56,

19 64 n. 4 (2008) (interpretations of federal regulations); Jones v. The Lodge at Torrey Pines P’ship,

20 42 Cal.4th 1158, 1172 (2008) (legislative history). This authority allows the Court to take

21 judicial notice of the Senate Analysis, the Pavley Letter and the Supervisors 9/23/14 Transcript.

22 Section 452(c) allows the Court to take judicial notice of “[o]fficial acts of the legislative,

23 executive, and judicial departments of. . . any state.” Cal. Evid. Code § 452(c). This includes the

24 files of an administrative board and legislative history. Hogen v. Valley Hospital, 147

25 Cal.App.3d 119, 125 (1983) (judicial notice of records and files an administrative board); Post v.

26 , 90 Cal.App.3d 626, 633, 634 (1979) (legislative committee reports, legislative history,

27 excerpts from testimony and legislators correspondence regarding legislation on geothermal

28
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1 resources). This authority also allows the Court to take judicial notice of the Senate Analysis, the

2 Pavley Letter and the Supervisors 9/23/14 Transcript.

3

4 Dated: September_, 2017 BEST BEST & KRIEGER LLP

6 By:__________________________________
GENE TANAKA

7 SHAWN HAGERTY
DEBORAH KOLLARS

8 Attorneys for Respondent and Defendant
COUNTY OF MONTEREY
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1 DECLARATION OF GENE TANAKA

2

3 I, Gene Tanaka, declare:

4 1. I have personal knowledge of the fact set forth below, and if called as a witness,

5 could and would testify to those facts under oath.

6 2. I am a partner at Best Best & Krieger LLP and am one of the attorney responsible

7 for handling this matter for the County of Monterey (“County”). This Declaration is submitted

8 in support of the County’s Request for Judicial Notice in support of its Opposition Brief

9 regarding the Phase I proceedings.

10 3. The document attached as exhibit A is a true copy of California Assembly, Natural

11 Resources Committee, Assembly Floor Analysis, Senate Bill 4 Third Senate reading, 2013 —

12 2014 Session (amended September 6, 2013) (“Senate Analysis”). A research assistant in our

13 Sacramento office obtained legislative history regarding Senate Bill from the legislative records

14 in Sacramento. The attached Senate Analysis is one of the documents she obtained.

15 4. The document attached as exhibit B is a true copy of a letter from author of Senate

16 Bill 4, Senator Fran Pavley, to Secretary of the Senate, Gregory Schmidt, dated September 12,

17 2013, regarding Senate Bill 4 (“Pavley Letter”). A research assistant in our Sacramento office

18 obtained legislative history regarding Senate Bill from the legislative records in

19 Sacramento. The attached Pavley Letter is one of the documents she obtained.

20 5. The document attached as exhibit C is a true copy of Transcript of a hearing before

21 the County of Monterey Board of Supervisors on September 23, 2014, regarding Senate Bill 4

22 (“Supervisors 9/23/14 Transcript”). An audio recording of the hearing is available on the

23 County’s website. A paralegal in our Walnut Creek office sent the audio recording to a court

24 reporter who transcribed the hearing. The attached Supervisors 9/23/14 Transcript is the

25 document she had the reporter transcribe.

26 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the above

27 is true and correct.

28
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1 Executed on September, 2017, in Walnut Creek, California.

2
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REPLACE: 09/09/2013 Changes per consultant

SENATE THIRD READThJG
SB 4 (Pavley and Leno)
As Airended September 6, 2013
Majority vote

SENATE VOTE: 28-11

NATURAL RESOURCES 6-3 APPROPRIATIONS 10-5

Ayes: Chesbro, Garcia, Muratsuchi, Ayes: Gatto, Bradford, Ian Calderon,
Skinner, Stone, Williams Cairpos, Eggnun, Gorne; Hall,

Hokien, Pan, Quirk

Nays: Grove, Bigek)w, Patterson Nays: Harkey, Bigelow, Donnelly, Under,
Wagner

SUMMARY: Establishes a comprehensive regulatory program for oil and gas well stimulation
treatnients (e.g., hydraulic fracturing, acid well stimulation), which includes, anxing other things,
a study, the developnient of regulations, a permitting process, and public notification and
disclosure. Specifically, this bill:

1) Well Stiniilation Treatment. Defines “well stirmnilation Irealnient” as any treatnient of a well
designed to enhance oil and gas production or recovery by increasing the pemieability of the
lbrrmtion. Specifies that hydraulic fracturing arid acid well stimulation are well stimulation
treatments. Specis that steam thoding, water licoding, cyclic steaming, routine remeval
of lbrnntion daniage due to drilling, routine well cleanout work, routine well maintenance,
bottom bole pressure surveys, arid routine activities that do not afièct the integrity of the well
or the lörnntion are not well sthrulation Ireatirents.

2) Study. On or before January 1, 2015, requires the Secretary of the Natural Resources
Agency to complete a comprehensive independent scientific study on well stimulation
treatments. Requires the scientific study to evaluate the ha2ards and risks that well
stinimlation treatments pose to natural resources and public, occupational, and environmental
health and safoty.

3) Regulations. On orbeibre January 1,2015, requires the Division of Oil, Gas, and
Geothermal Resources (DOGGR), in consultation with the Department of Toxic Substances
Control (DTSC), the State Air Resources Board (ARB), the State Water Resources Control
Board (SWRCB), the Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CaiRecycle), and
any local air districts and regional water quality control boards in areas where well
stimulation treatments ray occur, to adopt rules and regulations specith to well stimulation
treatments. Requires these regulations to include the following: 1) revisions to the rules and
regulations governing construction of wells and well casings to ensure the integrity of wells,
well casings, and the geologic and hydrologic isolation of the oil and gas formation during
and following well stimulation treatments, 2) frill disclosure of the composition and
disposition of well stimulation fluids, 3) a provision for the well operator to provide for
baseline and Ibilowup water testing upon request by a nearby property owner; and 4)
threshoki values for acid matrix stimulation treatments, as specified.
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While regulations are being developed, requires DOGGR to allow afl well stimulation
freatnnt activities, provided that various coi1itions are inct, ineluding the thilowing:

a) The owner or operator of the well certifies compliance with the disclosure and
notification requirements in the bill;

b) The owner or operator provides to DOGGR on orbelbre March 1,2015 a complete well
histoxy incorporating the disclosure imbrniation required in the bill; and

c) DOGGR conducts an environmental in!act report (to be completed by July 1, 2015) to
provide the public with detailed inlbrrmtion regarding any potential environmental
impacts ofwell stfrnilation fri the state.

4) Delineating Regulatory Authority. On orbefbre January 1, 2015, requires DOGGR to enter
into firnml agreenznts with DiSC, ARB, SWRCB, CaiRecycle, and any local air districts
and regonal water quality control boards in areas where well stinirlation trealnicnts tray
occur, that clearly delineate respective authority, responsibility, and notification and
reporting requirements associated with well stimulation treatments and well stimulation
treatment-related activities, including air arid water quality nxnitoring, in order to proinete
regulatory ansparency and accountability.

5) Well Stimulation Treatment PerniL Requires the operator of an oil and gas well who wishes
to peribrm well stimulation treatments to first apply ibr a permit with DOGGR to conduct
such treatments. Requires the permit to include the well identification nuruber and location;
the time period during which the treatment is planned to occur, a water mnsnagement plan
regarding water quantity, source, and disposal; speci friflriration related to the chemicals
used in the treatment, the planned location of the treatment on the well bore; the estiimted
length, height, and direction of the induced fractures; the location of existing wells, including
plugged and abandoned wells, that tray be irçacted; a ground water mnnnitoring plan; and
the estimated anuunt of treatment-generated waste nzterial and an identified disposal
methodfirthewasteniaterials. Requires thepermit toe oneyearfromthedateof
issuance.

6) Pre-Weil Stiniilation Treatment Notification.

a) Within five business days of issuing apemit toperlbnn awell stimulation treatment,
requires DOGGR to provide a copy ofthe permit to the appropriate regional water quality
control board(s) and to the local planning entity where the well, including the sub surlàce
portion, is located.

b) Within five business days of issuing a permit toperlbrm a well stinnlation treatment,
requires DOGGR to post the permit on a publicly accessible portion of its Internet Web
site.

c) Requires that a copy of the approved well stimulation permit and inlbrnntion on the
available water sampling and testing (described in 7) below) be provided to every tenant
of the surface property and every surthee property owner whose property line location is
within a 1,500 fiot radius ofthe wellhead or within 500 feet from the horizontal
projection of all subsurce portions ofthe designated well to the surce. Allows well
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stiniilation treatnnt to comnznee 30 days after the permit copies are provided to the
appropmte sudce property tenants and owners.

d) Requires the operator of the oil arid gas well to provide DOGGR at least 72 hours’ notice
prxr to the actual start of the well stimulation treatnient in order ibr DOGGR to witness
the treatnient.

7) Water Quality Sampling. Allows a property owner who receives a well stimulation treatment
notice to request water quality sampling and testing from a qualified contractor designated by
the regional water quality control board. Requires the well owner or operator to pay lbr this
sampling and testing.

8) Post-Well Stimulation Treatment Disclosure. Within 60 days after the cessation of well
stimulation Ireatnient, requires the operator of the oil and gas well to post to an Internet Web
site designated or maintained by DOGGR and accessible to the public, all of the well
stimulation fluid composition and disposition in1bmtion required to be collected, including
well identification number, well location, and collected water quality data. Requires
DOGGR to have its Internet Web site operational on orbeibre January 1, 2016. Requires
DOGGR’s Internet Web site to organi the reported information in a format, such as a
spreadsheet, that allows the public to easily search and aggregate each type of information
required. Authorizes DOGGR to direct reporting to fracfocus.org in the interim. Requires
DOGGR to allow the public to search and sort the well stimulation and related information
by at least the following criteria: 1) geographic area; 2) additive; 3) chemical constituent;
4) Chemical Absiract Service number, 5) lime period; and 6) operator.

9) Trade Secrets. Allows a supplicr of well sthmlation chenicais to claim trade secret
protections for the chemical composition of additives; however, the supplier must still
provide the trade secret information to D000R. Requires a supplier to substantiate a trade
secret clahm which is revicwed by DOGGR If the suppiler legitimately cairns a trade
secret, requires the suppiler to publicly disclose where trade secret inlbnmthon has been
withheki and provide substitute information as specified.

If DOGGR receives a request for release of the trade secret information to the public,
requires DOGGR to notify the supplicr of the request and give the supp&r at least 60 days to
commence a court action to prohibit the release of information.

Allows disclosure of trade secret information to a government of&er or employee in
connection with his or her official dutics or to a contractor with a government entity i in the
opinion ofDOGGR, disclosure is necessary and required for satisihotory peribrinunce of a
contract or to protect health and sa1ty.

Authorizes disclosure of trade secret information to a health profèsskrnal in the event of an
emergency or to diagnose or treat a patient.

To protect public health, requires a supplier to provide trade secret information to a health
profrssional, toxicologist, or epidemiologist who is employed in the fleki of public health
and who provides a written statement ofneed. Requires the written statement of need to
include the public health purpose and reason the disclosure of the specific chemical and its
concentration is required.
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Prohibits the fillowing inforimtion from be protected as trade secret the identities of the
chemical constituents of additives; the coiieentration of the additives in the well stinidation
treatnent fluids; any air or other pollution nxmitoring data; health and saty data associated
with well stimulation treatnent fluids; and the chemical composition of the flowback fluid.

10) Annual Reports. Requires annual public reports from DOGGR containing data and
inibrimtion on well stiniilation as specified.

11) Penalties. Authorizes a civil penalty between $10,000 to $25,000 per day against a person
who violates the well stimulation requfrenents in this bill

12) Fee Authority. Subject to appropriation by the Legislature, authorizes DOGGR’s 1e
authority to be nsed to fluid a public entity’s costs associated with well stinialation treatnents
including ru1enking and scientifr studies required to evaluate tie treathnt, inspections,
and any air and water quality sampling. monitoring, amid testing perfirnied by public entities
and the costs of SWRCB and the regional water quality control boards br its groundwater
monitoring program (see 13) below).

13) Groundwater Monitoring Program. Requires, on or beibre July 1,2015, SWRCB to develop
model groundwater monitoring criteria to be impleirented either on a well-by-well basis lbr a
well subject to well stimulation Ireatnent, or on a regional scale. Requires, on or befl)re
January 1, 2016, SWRCB or appropriate regional water quality control board to begin
implenentation of the regional groundwater monitoring prograne. Where there is no
regional groundwater nxrnitoring plan approved by SWRCB or regional water quality control
board, requires the use of the well-by-well groundwater monitoring plan.

EXISTING LAW:

1) Requires DOGOR to supervise the drilling. operation, nintenance, and abandonnent of
wells and the operation, nintenanee, and removal or abandonnent of tanks and facilities
attendant to oil and gas prothetion, eluding certain pipelines that are within an oil and gas
field, soastoprevent, asfaraspossible, dangetoli, healib, property, anduatural
resources; daimge to underground oil amid gas deposits from infiltrating water amid other
causes; loss of oil, gas, or reservoir energy, amid dange to underground and surface waters
suitable for irrigation or donestic purposes by the infiltration o or the addition o1
detrimental substanees.

2) Requires the operator of any well, before commencing the work of drilling tie well, to file
with DOGGR a written notice of intention to comnemee drilling. Prohibits the
comnzncenznt of drilling until approval is given by DOGGR. If DOGGR fails to give the
operator written response to the notice within 10 working days from the date of recept,
requires that failure to be considered an approval of the notice.

FISCAL EFFECT: According to the Asserthly Appropriations Committee:

1) One-tine costs of $2 million for DOGGR’s initial activities including ruleimking. Ongoing
costs of approximately $2 million fOr DOGGR to provide regulatory oversight.
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2) Unknown Increased initial and ongomg costs to the State Water Resources Control Board
(SWRCB) and reglonal boards to provide groundwater munitoring depending on well
activity.

3) Unknown significant costs to the Natural Resources Agency, potentially in the hundreds of
thousands of dollars to conduct an independent scientific study.

4) Ongoing costs of approxinately $2 million lbr the Air Resources Board to update their
regulations and provide associated monitoring.

5) Unknown one-tine and ongoing costs for CaiRecycle and the Departnent of Todc
Substance Control likely in the hundreds of thousands of dollars to consult with DOGGR in
regulation developnent and fOrm multi-agency agreenents.

This bill expands D000R’s existing fee and assessnznt authority (special fond) to cover all
costs of the bill.

COMMENTh:

First of its kind. In a white paper developed last year by the Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC), NRDC stated that ‘no state can boast a comprehensive disclosure rule [regarding
hydraulic fracturing]. l NRDC concluded that adequate hydraulic fracturing mules should contain
tie following key elenicnts: 1) prior notice ofhydraulic fracturing to landowners and residents,
and disclosure of the chemicals to be used, at least 30 days befOre hydraulic fracturing
comaences; 2) complete disclosure concerning the geological arid environmental context of the
well; 3) chemical identification of all substances used in hydraulic fracturing, including the
Chemical Absiract Service nunthers and actual concentrations; 4) disclosure ofother inportant
infOrmation about the hydraulic fracturing lrealnznt, including the voluire, source, arid type of
the base fluid, the nximum pressure used, a record of all anmilus pressures, aix! the fracture
length; 5) information concerning the waste generated, its contents, aix! the nicthods of waste
storage and disposal; 6) reqmnrenent that confidential infOrmation is provided to state regulators
and a process for the public to chalienge confidentiality ckLirus; and 7) imnediate access fOr
nicdical professionals and first responders to confidential infOrmation in order to diagnose aix!
treat patients.

This bill contains essentially all the key elenicnts outlined by NRDC as well as additional
requirenicnts, such as ground water monitoring plans and water quality sampling Moreover, this
bill applies to all forim of well stimulation (e.g., acid well stimulation lreatnicnt), not just
hydraulic fracturing. Irxiustxy statenents suggest that acithzation may be tore important to the
developuent of the unconventional reserves in Califirnia’s Monterey Shale than hydraulic
fracturing. For example, in aNoven±er 2010 interview with the Oil & Gas Financial Journal,
forner Venoco Inc. Chief Executive Officer (now Executive Chairman) Tim Marquez said,
“{w]e think our primaiy completion nethod will be big acid jobs” in the Monterey Shale.

With all of this considered, and in the words of the California League of Conservation Voter’s
support letter fOr this bill, “if passed, SB 4 would be the first of its kind...”

Background on well stimulation According to the Western States Petroleum Association
(WSPA), hydraulic fracturing (also known as fracking) is a form of well stimulation used to
obtain oil and natural gas in areas where those ener’ supplies are trapped in rock (ie., shale) or
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sand ibrmations. Once an oil or natural gas well is drilled arid properly lined with steel casing,
fluids are pumped down to an isolated portion of the well at pressures high enough to cause
cracks in shale flrmnntions below the earths surlhce. These cracks or fractures allow oil and
natural gas to flow more freely. Often, a propprng agent such as sand is pumped into the well to
keep hctures open.

In nnny instances, the fluids used ni hydraulic fracturing are water-based. There are somo
fbrimtions, however, that are not hctured effectively by water-based fluids because clay or
other substances in the rock absorb water. For these tbrmations, complex mixtures with a
multitude of chemical additives ray be used to thicken or thin the fluids, inprove the flow of the
fluid, or even kill bacteria that can reduce fracturing perthrmmnoe.

Another lbrm ofwell stiniilation is called acid ratrix stiri±tion, which involves the iqjection
of acid—such as hydrochloric or hydrofioric—into an oil and gas well to create or enhance
channels fir the oil and gas. Unlike hydraulic fracturing, acid matrix stimulation mjection
pressures are not high enough to fracture the fbrnlion.

In 2005, Congress enacted what is colloquially referred to as the “Halliburton Loophole,” which
exerrpts hydraulic fracturing (except when involving the injection of diesel thels) from the
federal Safe Drinking Water Act. As a result of this action, the U.S. Envimnincntal Protection
Agency (US EPA) lacks the authority to regulate hydraulic fracturing activities that do not use
diesel focI as an additive.

Around the sanie tinie that Congress exempted hydraulic fracturing from the Safe Drinldng
Water Act, the country experienced a boom in the production of shale oil and gas. From 2007 to
2011, shaie oil production frreased more than fivefold, from approximately 39 million barrels
to about 217 million barrels, arid shale gas production increased approximately fourfold, from
1.6 trIllion cubic feet to 7.2 trIllion cubic feet This increase in production was driven prirrarily
by technological advances in horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing that trade more shale
oil and gas development econoniieally viable.

But with this boom conies various issues with regard to environmental health and safety, which
has caused enormous public anxiety. Cases of environniental contamination attributed to
hydraulic fracturing have been reported in Wyoming Texas, Colorado, West Virginia, and
PennS34vann. Consequently, governments at all levels across the country are looking to regulate
the practice arid address these concen.

The risks associated with shale oil and s development. According to a recent report from the
U.S. Governnient Accountability Office (GAO), which is an independent, nonpartisan agency
that works lbr Congress, “[d]eveloping oil arid gas resources. . .poses inherent environmental amid
public health risks, but the extent of risks associated with shale oil and gas development is
unknown, in part, because the studies we reviewed do not generally take into account potential
long-temi, cumulative eflcts.” The GAO’s report categorizes the environmental risks into the
four njor categories: air quality, water quantity, water quality, and land and wildlife.

With regard to air quality, the risks are “generally the result of engine exhaust from increased
truck traffic, emissions from diesel-powered pumps used to power equipment, intentional flaring
or venting of gas for operational reasons, and unintentional emissions of pollutants from iIulty
equipment” The GAO report also explains how silica sand, aproppant commonly used in
hydraulic fracturing, and storing fracturing fluids and produced waters in unpoundnients can
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cause air quality issues. Silica sand, if not properly handled, can becotne airborne, lodge into a
person’s lungs, and cause silicosis, which is an incurable lung disease. Inpoutthrents (ie.,
ponds) containing fracturing fluids and produced waters (i.e., the water produced when oil arid
gas are extracted from the ground) pose a risk because the evaporation of the fluids has the
potential to release contaminants into the almusphere.

With regard to water quantity, water is used fi,r well drilling operations to imke drilling mud as
well as to cool and lubricate the drill bits. Water is also the priruary coirponent of hydraulic
fracturing fluids. According to the GAO, “the amuunt ofwater used ftr shale gas development
is snnll in comparison to other water uses, such as agriculture and other industrial purposes.
However, the cumulative eflcts ofusing suriàce water or ground water at multiple oil and gas
development sites can be significant at the local level, particularly in areas experiencing drought
conditions.” It should be noted that the oil and gas industry and DOGGR both assert that the
anunt ofwater used for hydraulic fracturing in California is a fraction of what is used in other
states. This assertion is based on inforuntion voluntarily provided by oil and gas operators. It is
not clear whether this inlbrnntion is representative of all hydraulic hcturing in the state.
Additionally, with the potential for an oil boom in the Monterey Shale (which is explained hi
mere detail below), it is too speculative to determine the type and amuunt of well stimulation
that will take place in the future and how much water will be needed.

With regard to water quality, the GAO explains that shale oil and gas development pose risks
from contamination of surfiice water and ground water as a result of spills and releases of
hydraulic fracturing chemicals, produced water, and drill cuttings. Spills and releases of these
nnterials can occur as a result of tank ruptures, blowouts, equipment or inpouiximent ikilures,
overfilis, vandalism, accidents, ground fires, or operational eurors.

The potential fi)r the spill and release of chenicals involved ii hydraulic heturing has received
a great anxnint ofpublic attention. According to a recent congressional report, between 2005
and 2009, oil and gas companies throughout the United States used hydraulic fracturing products
containing 29 chemicals that are known or possible hummn carcinogens; regulated under the Sale
Drinking Water Act lOr their risk to huimn health; or listed as hazardous air pollutants under the
Clean Air Act As fOr produced water, it can cany a range of contaminants, hxluding hydraulic
fracturing chemicals, salts, metals, oil, grease, dissolved organics, and naturally occurring
radioactive nnterials. Drill cuttings (i.e., the broken bits of solid nnteiial remeved from drilling)
tiny contain naturally occiuring radioactive nnterinls, as well.

The potential Ibr underground migration is also a potential risk to water quality. The GAO
explains that “{u]ndergrouixl migration can occur as a result of inproper casing and cementing
of the weilbore as well as the intersection of induced fractures with natural fi-actures, àults, or
iruproperly plugged dry or abandoned wells. There are also concerns that induced fractures can
grow over tie and intersect with drinking water aquifers.” It should be noted that the oil and
gas industry has provided inlbrnntion claiming that hydraulic fracturing typically occurs
thousands of feet below the earth’s surface and that the well casing for these wells extends below
an impervious layer of rock “that would prevent any migration of fluids up into the drinking
water supply.” Assuming that the industry is correct, there is still the problem with well casing
failures. A 2000 Society ofPetroleum Engineers article regarding an oil field ii Kern County
explained that “the well iàilure rate, although lower than that experienced in the 1980s, is still
economically signifiant at 2 to 6% of active wells per year.” In Pennsylvania, poor cementing
around a well casing allowed methane to contaminate the water wells of 19 fimilies. Moreover,
little data exists on fracture growth in shale fbrmnations following niilhistage hydraulic fracturing
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over an extended tinic period; the frequency with which refracturing ofhorizontal welis nny
occur; the eflct of refracturing on fracture growth over tinic; and the likelihood of adverse
eflhcts on drinking water aqi.tifrrs from a large number ofhydraulically fractured wells in close
proximity to each other.

With regard to land and wildlife, the GAO explains that “clearing land ofvegetation and leveling
the site to allow access to the resource, as well as construction of roads, pipelines, storage tanks,
and other infrastructure needed to extract and transport the resource can hgrnent
habitats... [which] increases disturbances..., provides pathways fir predators, and helps spread
nonnalive plant species.” Nolae, the presence ofnew infrastructure, and spills of oil, gas, or
other toxie chemicals are other risks that can negatively afihet wildlife and habitat. There is also
the issue of earthquakes and hydraulic fracturing. According to the GAO report, well irjections,
especially the qection ofproduced water, have been connected to seismicity.

Ideally, the envimmncntal risks referenced above would be analyzed by the lead agency under
the Calilbrnm Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). However, according to a complaint in a
recent lawsuit filed against DOGGR by a number of environmental groups, the agency has been
“approving permits lbr oil and gas wells after exempting such projects from environmental
review or... issuing boilerplate negative declarations finding no significant uracts from these
activities.”

Well stimulation in Calitbrnia. According to the oil and gas industry, hydraulic fracturing has
been used in Califbrnia lbr decades. The industiy claims that over 90% of hydraulic fracturing
occurs in Kern County, in areas with no potable water, no surrounding population, and no other
significant business interests. However, reports from various sources suggest that hydraulic
fracturing ii Calilbrnia will likely increase significantly in the upcoming years, spreading to
areas throughout the state.

A recent report from the University of Southern Cahuirnia (USC) explains that “California
boasts perhaps the largest deep-shale reserves in the worki. Those reserves exist within the
Monterey Shale Fortuation, a 1,750 square mile swath of irustly underground shale rock that
ms lengthwise through the center of the state, with the mrajor portion in the San Joaquin Basin.”
The U.S. Energy Department estitmtes that the Monterey Shale contains mere than 15 billion
barrels of oil, accounting for approximately two-thirds of the shale-oil reserve in the United
States. Additionally, according to a 2008 paper published by the Society of Petroleum
Engineers, “It is believed that hydraulic fracturing has a significant potential in ninny Northern
California gas reservoirs.”

DOGGR, although having statutoty authority to regulate well stimulation, has not yet developed
regulations to address the activity. As explained below, the agency is currently focused on
developing regulations that require oil and gas operators to take certain protective measures and
provide information about hydraulic fracturing operations.

DOGGR’s Draft Regulations. On December 28, 2012, DOGOR released apre-mieninking
discussion draft of regulations on hydraulic fracturing—this draft does not address other Ibmin of
well stimulation, such as acid nintrix stimulation. The proposed hydraulic fracturing regulations
attempt to impose requirements on operators aimed to improve transparency and safety.
Specifically, the proposed regulations would require an operator to: 1) submit infbrrmtion to
DOGGR at least 10 days prior to beginning hydraulic fracturing operations and notify DOGGR
at least 24 hours prior to commencing hydraulic fracturing operations (advance disclosure of
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hydraulic fracturing chemicals is not required); 2) prior to operations, test the structural integrity
of wells and casing to prevent fluid migration; 3) store and handle hydraulic fracturing fluids in
a specified imnner, 4) nmiitor a specified set ofparanters during hydraulic fracturing
operations and, in case a breach occurs, terminate operations and imtnediately notifj DOGGR
about the breach; 5) after the conclusion of operations, monitor wells ftr up to 30 days and
nnintain data ibr a period of five years; and 6) disclose data to a Chemical Disclosure Regstiy
(such as fracthcus.org) that is not a trade secret, unless a health profrssioml submits a written
statetrent of need stating that the trade secret infbrnntioa will be used flr diaguosis or treatnent
of an individual exposed to ha2ardous hydraulic fracturing chemicals and the heath professional
also executes a conMentiality agreenent

Many believe that these proposed regulations fall short ofproviding adequate protections fir the
public and the environnznt.

Clarification to address environmental stakehokiers’ concerns. This bill includes Section
3160(d)(2)(B) of the Public Resources Code (PRC), which states the ibllowing:

Where the supervisor determines that the activities proposed in the
well stimulation treatneut permit or the combined authorization have
net all of the requirements of Division 13 (coimrencing with Section
21000), and have been filly described, analyzed, evaluated, and
mitigated, no additional review or mitigation shall be required.
(Emphasis added.)

Some of the environmental stakeholders are concerned that this provision tray preclude 1)
additional review or mitigation pursuant to existing laws and regulations, such as the Calilbrnia
Global Warning Solutions Act, the Clean Water Act, and even DOGGR’s emergency powers
under PRC Section 3226; 2) the ability of local governments to enlbrce their own approval
authority, and 3) the enforceability of a judicial order in the pending CEQA lawsuit referenced
above. Moreover, there is concern that this provision will aflect the standard of review fOr
subsequent CEQA litigation regarding well stimulation treatment permits.
However, PRC Section 3 160(n) states, “[t]his article does not relieve the division or any other
agency from corqying with any other provision of existing laws, regulations, and orders.”
The legislative intent ofPRC Section 3160(n) is clear the division (ie., DOGGR) and all other
agencies (state or local) are not absolved from con4ing with any other provision of existing
laws, regulations, and orders (including court orders). As such, all of the following are truc:

1) This bill does not limit the authority of the California Global Warning Solutions Act, the
Clean Water Act, and PRC Section 3226 with regard to well stimulation treatment
operations;

2) This bill does not limit a local government’s ability to enfOrce its own approval authority;

3) This bill does not preclude the enforcement of any judicial order; and

4) This bill does not aflèct the standard of review in subsequent CEQA litigation regarding well
stinlilation treatirent permits.
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A difibreat reading ofPRC Sections 3160(d)(2)(B) and 3 160(n) would run albul of the
Legislature’s intent, the buffs purpose, and the public po1y the bill seeks to advance.

Clariation rerding interim threshold value fbr acil nmtrix stfrmlation. Pursuant to PRC
Section 3160(b)(l)(C) of this bill, DOGGR is required to go through a rulemaking process to
establish “threshold values” Ibr acid matrix stimulation treatirents. These regulations, as well as
other well stimulation treatirent regulations are to be finalized and impleirented on or beibre
Januamy 1, 2015. In the interim, DOGGR is authorized to approve well stimulation ireatirent
permits i1 anxrng other things, the owner or operator certifies compliance with PRC Section
3160(b)(l)(C). (See PRC Section 3161(b)(1).) Through PRC Section 3161(b)(6), DOGGR is
autho±ed to adopt emargency regulations fr DOGGR’s interim approval process. Thereibre,
DOGGR is authorized to adopt emargency regulations to adopt interim threshold values fir acid
matrix stimulation treatments.

Analysis Prevared by: Mario DeBemardo /NAT. RES. / (916) 319-2092

FN: 0002615
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.9,6k 3244aa SENATOR ENERGY IYrIUTIES a
COMMUNICATIONS

O16 N PARkWAY CALA8ASAS FRAN PAVLEY ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

CALASA.SAS CA 91302 TWENTYSEVENTH SENATE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTAT1ON& HOUSINGTEL O1O) 8763382

FAX 1818) 876O8OZ

September 12, 2013

Gregory Schmidt
Secretary of the Senate
State Capitol, room 400
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear Mr. Schmidt

I have authored Senate Bill 4 to provide regulatory accountability and public transparency to the use by
the oil and gas industry of hydraulic fracturing, acidization and other practices to stimulate production
from California’s wells. I am submitting this letter to the Senate Journal to provide clarity to the intent of
Senate Bill 4.

Senate Bill 4 provides comprehensive statutory direction to the Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal
Resources, working with other regulators, to promulgate rules and regulations governing well stimulation
treatments of oil and gas wells. This is achieved in part through adding a discretionary permit
requirement for all well stimulation activity under section 3160 to the Public Resources Code. Tt is my
intent that existing standards ofjudicial review shall not be altered by section 3 160(dX2XB). In
accordance with the savings clause in section 3160(n), this subparagraph is also not intended to preempt
existing laws, regulations, and orders that may require additional review or mitigation associated with
well stimulation treatments, including, local government’s authority over land use, the oil and gas
supervisor’s emergency powers under Section 3226 of the Public Resources Code, the Governor’s
constitutional and statutory powers to issue a moratorium or a ban (e.g. under the California Emergency
Services Act), and the ability of any other state or local agencies, including local air districts, to exercise
their authority within their respective jurisdictions, as delineated in the Assembly Floor analysis of
September 9, 2013.

Likewise, the environmental review and other pre-conditions of stimulating existing wells under Section
3161, while regulations are being finalized, are also not intended to conflict with the savings clause in
Section 3160(n), and any of the preserved authorities enumerated above. Moreover, it is not my intent
that any well stimulations be allowed to proceed under this section, unless full compliance with the
substantive requirements of this article (sections (b), (d) and (g)) are certified by the operator as having
been met.

To the extent any clarification is necessary regarding the intent of these provisions, I will pursue
legislation to clarify this matter at the earliest possible opportunity.

Sincerely,

C41 (9?A%
Fran Pavley
SENATOR, 27° DISTRICT
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NTEREY coMrY, CALIIA

WARD OF SUPTISORS

MEE

SEF1’ER 23, 2014

AGF2DA 1TF21 tD. 10

—-0---

(Beginning of audio transcription.)

CHAIR SALINAS: Okay. Thank you.

Could we have role call, please?

CL2K BORKCMSKt: Yes.

Mr. chair and Board Menbers, let the record show

that all Board Merbers are present this afternoon except

Supervisor Calcagno, who is absent.

CHAIR SALINAS: Okay. And we have the -- we

will receive the presentation by the California

DepartmEnt of Conservation regarding oil and gas

extraction with — with a focus on State regulation of

hydraulic fracturing, acid matrix stisailation and acid

well stiimilation treatments.

To kick this off, Mike, maybe you could make a

coupleofccnnentsintezmsofthe—thepurpoaeoftho

workshop?

MIKE VO: Yes.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mike Novo with RNA Planning.

Page 3
Board of Supervisors and the public.

I’m going to speak sore than a couple words, do

a couple minutes, and then we’ll turn it over to the

Department of Conservation.

So I want to start by clarifying the purpose of

today’s hearing.

We received information that scee of the public

and the sedia had kind of a different idea of what was on

the agenda today.

And today is an informational session presented

by the State Departnent of Conservation.

The Board does not have (inaudible) ordinances

before today, and the discussion is just on the topic and

its educational workshop presented by the Departnent and

by the planning staff.

It’s always inportant to make decisions based on

thorough information, and as part of the work on

potential future ordinances, we invited the State

Department of Oil and Gas and Geothermal Resources to

make a presentation on the facts surrounding well

stiimalation techniques, which inciode hydraulic

fracturing, or fracking.

Mr. Jason rshall, sitting beside me, is the

Chief Deputy Director of the Department of Conservation.

Now, you’ll hear today that we have extrely
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low levels of fracking activity in this County. He’ll

explain where fracking is occurring around this State and

he’ll provide infontetion regarding well stimulation

techniques that are ccmsonly used.

As sost of the public and the Board certainly is

aware, we do have oil production primarily around the

San Ardo area in our County. This extraction is

primarily focused on geologic areas that do not require

fracking to date.

However, with a deeper Manterey Shale geologic

layer within our County, there is a concern that fracking

could occur here, and we wanted to have sate -- save good

education about what that could sean.

So I learned really early in my career that

you — you plan for an esergency before sit esergency

happens, and the sane is true for any ordinance. It’s

best to have ordinances in places before the pressure’s

on to deal with those types of situations, so that’s why

staff is working on looking at oil and gas ordinances to

help us lit case the boon does occur and also to help kind

of nodernize what we do today.

So sate of the concerns we have related to well

stimulation techniques have to do with air quality, water

quality, water supply and preservation of our scenic

resources in South Nonterey County, irrplication for
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housing if a boon were to occur here, and the surface

effects of transporting chemicals in water and waste to

and fran sate of these sites.

As many of you are aware, the State is -— is

currently in the middle of this issue now with the

adoption —— recent adoption of Senate Bill 4. You will

hear that the State is preparing an EIR related to the

effects of sore well stimulation techniques, and they’re

preparing regulations for State control of these

techniques.

As the Board is aware, we have been

participating in that discussion, sending letters to the

State about what we’d like to see in those regulations as

they go through that process.

So as the Chair stated earlier, we have question

forms at the front of the chaabers. After the

presentation by Mr. Jason Marshall, Chief Deputy Director

of the tYDC, it’s reccnaiended that the Board take public

testinony on the issues. Staff will attenpt to

capture -- capture questions frau the speakers as well as

frau the speaker form -- or frau the question forms.

And it would be best if the public does fill out

question forms. That way, we won’t have to interpret the

question. We can get them straight frau the public in --

in the form they intend them.
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1 So after the close of public testimuny, staff is
2 going to read the questions to Mr. Marshall, who will

3 then respond to the questions.

4 So in the future, staff will be returning to

5 the -- to the Planning Crauzission and Board with

6 potential ordinance revisions or additional information

7 sessions on well stimulation techniques.

8 P.nd right now, I would like to now turn the

9 presentation over to the Chief Deputy Director of the
10 I, Jason MarshalL

11 Thank you.

12 CHAIR SALINAS Welccsne, Mr. Marshall.

13 JASC.t4 MaRSEALL: Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

14 cbers of the Board of Supervisors.

15 It’s my pleasure to be here today.

16 1 am Jason Marshail, the Chief Deputy Director

17 of the California State Department of Conservation.
18 We are the parent organization of a nurther of
19 divisions, one dealing with mine reclamation, the
20 California Gaologic Survey, but also, must inportantly to
21 today’s discussion, the Division of Oil, Gas and

22 Geothermal Resources.

23 Mayaswelljustgoandjisiprightin.
24 I’d like to talk today about sate fundamentals
25 about oil and gas production so that we can help set the
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stage for this — this larger discussion about production

and about well stimulation. We’ll talk a little bit

about well stimulation in California, how it is similar
and how it is informed by sm of the experience of other

parts of the nation and -- and how it’s a little bit
different as well and how that informs our approach to

the regulation of the practice. We’ll give you a little
bit of a historic —— discussion of the historic

regulation of the practice, and then we’ll wrap this up
with that discussion about what are we doing with regard

to regulations, what’s on the books today, and what’s
going to be on the books in July of next year.

And so with that, I’ll junp right in.
To get a clear understanding about oil and gas

production and -- and inacts, really we need to
understand a little bit about oil and gas geology.

This slide, as I know you can all see, has a

well right down the middle of it.

For a second, just ignore that.

look at the formation there, the geologic
formation. There are different strata, there are water,

there are cap rocks, there are oil zones, further cap
rocks, other oil zones.

This is how oil and gas is found if it is going
to be produced by an oil and gas operator.

Page 8
If those cap rock areas aren’t there, the --

the the oil would have migrated long ago to the
surface. Think about the La Brea Tar Pits, or think
about Coal Oil Point off the coast of Santa Barbara.
Those are cases where the oil, once it formed in these
formations millennia ago, once it formed, it then
migrated upward.

You can appreciate that there would be a great
deal of pressure underground with tons of rock pressing
down on oil formation and the overburden above it. It’s
that pressure that the oil tries to go to a lower --

lower pressure point, and that would be up until it hits
a barrier, again a barrier like a cap rock or sane other
form of trap.

The water that you see there, that aquifer
water, aquifer water tends to have gotten into place by
seeping down, so -- and then hitting a -- a layer and
then stopping.

So that is the geology into which oil and gas
operators drill their wells.

The drilling of the well is sort of depicted
right there in the middle. This is sort of flayed open
so you can see it. These concentric rings that you see
are constructed -- well, they’re constructed like this.

The operator starts to drill a hole into the

Page 9
ground. They’re using mud, pushing mud down the middle
of the well out around the outside of it, and that mud
performs sane isolation of anything that that well is
passing through.

As they get through that initial top layer, they
run cnt down the middle of the well, squeeze it out
the outside of the well, and then seal that well to the
surrounding rock with the cement.

So you start with first layer, that conductor
casing. That first layer is a metal tube with cement
bonding it to the rock. When that cenent cures, there’s
a cerent plug at the bottan. The operator drills through
the button of that and continues the process.

Cenent has to be placed across these zones,
these aquifer zones and these hydrocarbon zones, to a
depth of 500 feet above and below those zones, and the
point of that is to make sure that the water that’s in
that zone that the well pass through doesn’t migrate
down, that nothing migrates from the surface down into
the aquifer, that the oil that’s down in the lower zone
when the well passes through it doesn’t migrate up into
the water zone.

So that’s satething that we call “zonal

isolation,” that’s the whole point of our regulatory
scheme, and -- and by having these concentric rings of
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cemant and itetal, that’s how operators driil wells to the

depth where they’re going to be doing production and make

sure that these other layers are -- are protected from

having cross-migration of fluids.

When they get to the depth where they’re going

to produce, they perforate the well in the hydrocarbon

zone, and then oil enters into the well normally.

Oncethewellsare—aredrilled——inthe

history of an oil field, you will see operators will

experience a nuaber of different phases of recovery, we

refer to thea as primary and secondary and tertiary

recovery, and different technologies or techniques are

used in order to do the recovery from the hydrocarbon

formation.

So when the operators — well, we’ll just jump

to the next slide ‘cause it’s actually telling.

So when an operator first drills into a

formation, there is naturally pressure in that formation,

and a tines it’s enough pressure to blow the oil right

hack out to the well.

This — this picture, taken from around the turn

of the century, this is the kind of thing that we don’t

liketoseehappen. Iusethisiinagesothatyoucanget

a very clear inpression that pressure is involved at

the -— in these formations when the operators drill into

Page 11
thea. Today they use blow-out prevention equisent. But

that pressure -- to -- to prevent things like this image

happening.

But that pressure that is in that formation

creates what is called a -- a natural drive, and that

drives the oil into the well that has been drilled and

sonetiines all the way up the well.

That natural drive eventually slackens off a

little bit, and the oil will produce to a certain level

in the well.

Its hydrostatic pressure, the anourit of pressure

that is coming from the formation, can only lift as

volume of water and oil so far, and that’s when the

operators install sarething called these horsehead pumps

that you see, and they’re lifting the oil out of the

ground. They may operate for a couple of hours a day and

then let oil flow hack into the well and then operate

again to let the oil back out.

Generally one would see about 5 to 15 percent of

the total hydrocarbons in a fonietion able to be

recovered with primary recovery.

After that, the wells, there wouldn’t be enough

pressure to flow into the formation.

In California, about 30 percent of our oil

production crees from primary recovery mechanisms still,
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keeping In mind that we drilled the first well --

operators drilled the first well in California in the --

1861.

So there are still wells that are flowing all

these years later.

In nterey County -- actually, though, we’ll

caxe to those numbers in a minute. We’ll get to that.

Secondary recovery is the next phase that an oil

field and — and the operators operating an oil field

might cove through. Secondary recovery is really

applying pressure into the formation to try to keep that

drive going, so water, liquid water, eight be injected

into the formation, a gas might be injected into the

formation in an injection well, in this ircdel, the left

side, the — the green wail, that water then shoving

outward through the formation to sweep the oil up a

production well.

About 30 percent of hydrocarbon formation can

be — of hydrocarbons in a formation, that next

30 percent can be recovered by -- by secondary recovery,

and in California, about 20 percent of our oil production

cafes from secondary recovery.

Tertiary recovery is where operators start

codifying the — the viscosity of the oil or codifying

the formation itself, so steam may be applied in a
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tertiary recovery, so water, but it is now steam, and

that heat makes the oil core viscous -- excuse ma, less

viscous —— core easy to flow, get this right, easier to

flow, we’ll go with that, easier to flow to the well and

then be lifted up out of the ground, pumped out of the

ground.

Hydraulic fracturing is another form of tertiary

recovery where the operator is actually breaking the

formation to increase the surface area that’s -- that’s

exposed in the fonMtion to the well so that the oil in

the formation will flow out.

The -- in the past, when tertiary recovery

techniques weren’t available to operators, and this ——

this type of technique has been going on since the l960s,

both steaming and hydraulic fracturing --

That secondary recovery I mentioned, I’m sorry,

let ma jump back there, this practice has been going on

since about 1905.

-- but tertiary recovery has been going on since

the l960s, either steaming or hydraulic fracturing.

And -- and what that allow operators to recover

is the next 5 to 15 percent of the hydrocarbon in a

fontion.

The total, though, you’ll notice, is about 50,

55 percent is actually recoverable out of a hydrocarbon
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formation.
Page 14

In California, the total anount of our oil
production that canes fran tertiary recovery is about
50 percent, so about 50 percent of —- of -- of -— of

that —— that total production, 220, 230 million barrels a
year, canes fran steairdng or hydraulic fracturing, and it

is nostly hydraulic fracturing. Excuse am. Is wostly
steaming. My mistake. Make sure that’s clear.

So nterey County, we’ll talk a little bit

about Nonterey County.

There are a number of fields down the -- down

the - the center of the -- the canyon, but the largest

one really is San Ardo. San Ardo does do quite a bit of

steaming. San Ardo is one of the -— I believe it’s the
eighth largest field in the State.

In Nonterey County, there are - well, you can
see the production, about 7 and a half million barrels
of — of oil.

I have missed a number here. The water
production is quite a bit higher than that. I would need
to pull that for you.

?nd the gas production’s about 1.2, 1.2 million
cubic feet.

The injection is in sate cases steam, in sate
cases water.

Page 15
Why are oil and gas operators injecting water

back into the ground?

Well, in sane cases, in many cases, it is
disposal.

California oil fields are prethainantly water.
They’re preciainantly briny, salty water with about 5,
maybe 10, mare often 5 percent oil in them, and when that
oil canes up with that water, and the operators separate
it, they need to do sonmthing with that water.

Now, in sane cases, it goes into disposal wells.
In other cases, here in San Ardu, for instance,

the operator has managed to figure out how to clean that
water up and I believe is using it for recharge,
sanething on the order of 50 -— 50,000 barrels a day
capacity for that. I believe that’s the right number.

So what happens with that produced water
depends, varies fran field to field.

In mast —- mast parts of the State, that wet— ——

produced water is too briny for other use, and it is

injected into a disposal well or injected back into the
hydrocarbon zone to conduct sane mare of that secondary
recovery that we talked about before.

If that wasn’t clear frau that prior slide, when
operators are injecting water into a formation for
secondary recovery, the vast majority of it is for -- is

Page 16
frau the hydrocarbon formation in the first place.

There’s about 3 billion barrels of water
produced annually with oil and gas in the State of
California, a --

Sorry.

I keep throwing the number barrel around.
Barrels are 42 gallons each.
So about 3 billion barrels of oil produced

annually in the State -- excuse we, 3 billion barrels of
water produced annually in the State.

About 75 percent of it goes back into enhanced
oil recovery projects, 20 percent of it goes into
disposal wells, and about 5 percent of it is treated,
treated like maybe the water at San Aide, maybe sane of
the water down in Kern River and Kern Front.

Noving on.

So hydraulic fracturing.

We’re going to talk about -- talk about this
sore at length, but just real quick (Inaudible): What is
hydraulic fracturing?

As I said earlier, the idea that the operators
have behind this is to actually break the formation up so
that it has sore service area and will flow back to the
well, the oil will flow back to the well.

Rock has its own parting pressure or fracture

Page 17
1 pressure, and that depends on the rock or the formation.
2 When enough hydraulic force is applied to that
3 rock, it will break.

4 Operators don’t just apply water to cause
5 those — those formations to break, however, because if
6 they did, and they dide’t put scmething out into those
7 fractures, then the fractures would not stay open.
8 They’d close back down based upon those thousands of
9 feet, hundreds of thousands of feet of weight pushing

10 down on the formation.
11 So they need to find a way to put sand into
12 those —— those fissures, those fractures, so they put it
13 into solution by adding sane gelling agents that
14 basically take the water and turn it into soumthing that
15 is sore of a catiposition of the child toy -- children’s
16 toy Sham, if you’ve seen that before. If not, think of
17 a JELL-O sold with -- with — instead of marshmallows
18 floating in it, it’s got sand in it ——

19 MAlE SPEAR: Couldyou speak a little sore—
20 FE21AIE SPKER: Yes.
21 MAlE SPEAKER: -— into the microphone?
22 3ASCt MARSNALL: Yes, sir.
23 So the -- the operation creates that gelling,
24 the operator creates that gelling with the sand, and then
25 that is what is injected into the formation.
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Well, the gel needs to be able to flow back,

else the operator has siaply put a gel into the

formation, so they insert chemicals like breakers that

cause under pressure and trperature specified by the

operator as -- as they miic this -- this fluid that will

cause that gel to break down and to becane liquid,

leaving the sand behind in the formation.

The operators also put chemicals in there,

biocides, for instance, because they don’t want a -- a

biological fila to fora in the formation, else like a

pond scum, it might block up the well.

So there are a nuaber of chemicals, and that’s

one of the things that makes hydraulic fracturing frankly

controversial.

I’m not here to really talk about whether we’re

pro, against fracking.

I’m here to give you information.

The Administration and the Legislature spoke on

that matter in SB4.

But I mu going to share with you sai

observations that we have irade about the claiss of

hydraulic -- about hydraulic fracturing and how they

apply in California specifically.

I’m doing this because it’s very isportant for

us to be clear about it as we contplate how we’re going
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to regulate this practice In the State.

So one of the concerns that people have is about

land use impacts. 4ere hydraulic fracturing is being

mrployed, you’re now starting to see the developeent of

oil and gas operations where they weren’t before.

This picture here is North Dakota. Everything

below that line of power lines just below the tanks,

that’s what North Dakota looked like before oil and gas

developoent. They had some, but not nearly as intensive

as now.

With the e1oration of the rock and shale, now

you see land use patterns that start to sane might say
conflict, others might say co-exist, but you see drilling

pads, you see increased roads, you see increased power

lines that probably weren’t there before.

In California, this is where hydraulic

fracturing happens. 600 of the -— 660 of the 840 well --

hydraulic fracturing jobs that were done in 2012 happened
in this field and in a field that looks just like it just
in the sane vicinity on the west side of Kern County.

This is Lost Mills. Belride Field is the other. And

that’s where hydraulic fracturing has been occurring in

California for 20, 30, 40—plus years, since the ‘60s.

So there are obviously concerns that, well,
where might hydraulic fracturing happen next in

California?
Page 20

Sorry.

I meant to jump to this slide first.

This gives you sort of geographically where that

is. That blob of black stars just north and east -- west

of Bakersfield, that’s the Belrie—I.ost Hills area, the

larger blob due west of Bakersfield is Elk Hills, you see

a few clusters up in the Shafter-Wasco area, one stim job

done in Coalinga and a couple down in the coast areas,

but these are all fields that have used hydraulic

fracturing, or operators have used hydraulic fracturing

in these fields for many years, and they’re all

established oil fields with varying degrees of intensity,

but all, again, looking a little bit mere like that than
like that.

So where might there be a st out based upon

the —- the location of the Monterey Shale?

And by “step out,” I mean where might oil and

gas operators want to go next.

Well, the question is really “Okay. So where is

Monterey Shale?”

Is that the question?

Well, this map would suggest that you’re going

to see the potential for hydraulic fracturing up into the

South Bay. I — doubtful that there wilibe oil andgas
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operations in the parking lot of Goqle, bet by this amp,

one could suggest that that would be where the Monterey

Shale is.

It —- note it doesn’t say anything about it
being offshore.

Here’s another map that suggests that the

Monterey Shale is indeed offshore, but it doesn’t quite

reach nearly as far north.

And yet another map, difficult to see on the

projection, I don’t know if you can see it on your

screens, the pink swath that reaches from roughly the

eastern half of Santa Clara County all the way down to

the top of Ventura and L.A. County.

The -- the point I want to make with those three

slides is the question is not where is the Monterey

Shale.

The question is where is the Monterey Shale

going to be producthle.

The Energy Information Agency tells us or told

us at one point that there were 15 billion barrels of oil

reserves in the Monterey Shale.

That nuaber’s been revised to less than a

billion.

The question about where are operators going

after the Monterey Shale?
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1 Well, there have been attpts to go after it in
2 the Central Valley, but none have been replicated, and no

3 operators have yet sunk any investrent in trying to -- to
4 develop at that depth.

5 !.bnterey Shale, for point of reference, varies

6 in depth, but in the Central Valley there, it’s 9, 10,

7 12,000 feet dewn, where the other producing formations

8 are 2, 3,000 feet or so.

9 So our question really is okay, so where is

10 hydraulic fracturing going to be esployed?

11 And that question actually was answered recently

12 by the California Council on Science and Technology to
13 the degree that — that this can be a known thing, their

14 estimation, made as a part of their study of hydraulic

15 fracturing conducted for the Bureau of Land Managent,

16 their estimation is that hydraulic fracturing in

17 California will continue to occur in the the existing

18 fields where it has been used because at this point,

19 nobody has yet figured out how to - to crack, so to

20 speak, the code of producing the nterey Shale.

21 The technologies and techniques that have been

22 used in places like the Bakken or the Eagle Ford, as
23 operators have tried, they have not seeeied to — to

24 succeed as evidenced by their cosplete absence of

25 increase in drilling permits, seeking then for less to ——

Page 23
to start producing them.

So one of the questions about that, then, is if

California’s a little bit different in terms of the land

use, where we’ve already got oil and gas operations

pretty extensively, and then the fracking, hydraulic

fracturing is happening in those existing fields canpared

to where you’re seeing land use challenges as oil and gas

operations get introduced into other -- other parts of

the nation where they didn’t have oil and gas operations,

what also is different about California?

Well, the geology of oil and gas deposits in

California is a little bit different too.

On the left, you see nice pancake geology.

That’s what you would get in a sedisentary basin that

didn’t have tectonic forces.

In California, we have earthquakes. We have

tectonic forces that have bent and folded the formations.

If you take a look at the well on the left, it

is a long -— intended to represent, you know, aiinst a

mile of -— of well access to that hydrocarbon formation,

that sandstone with oil and gas in it.

Take a look at the one on the right, and the

aspect through which the oil and gas well goes to the

formation is quite a bit narrower.

You see how -- the vertical well piercing the

Page 24
brown -- darker brown zones?

In this diagram, those darker brown zones are
intended to represent the oil strata.

The vertical well has less exposure to the
formation. You couldn’t really de a very good job of
using a horizontal well canpietion in this kind of
geology.

It isn’t to say that all of California’s geology
is ixpervious to horizontal ccnpletions, and it isn’t to
say that horizontal canpletions -- or excuse ire,
horizontal driiling is not used in California.

It is. Directional horizontal drilling is used
in California, but it is to react formations that are
roote.

It is not as often used to try to run that
horizontal well through the actual hydrocarbon formation.

So why does this matter?

Well, when people talk about the areunt of water
used in hydraulic fracturing job, they talk about it in
terms of millions of barrels or millions of gallons, just
divide by 42 if you want, of — of water used for a
single hydraulic fracturing job, and that’s absolutely
true when you’re talking about a horizontal high voluse
hydraulic fracturing conpletion that can use millions of
gallons of water, but it’s using millions of gallons of

Page 25
water because it’s — it’s acccaiplishing the hydraulic
fracturing job through a mile long or so well that’s been
ccapleted through that formation with imiltiple fracture
stages.

When an operator is duing a capletion through a
vertical formation where those vertical formations may be
100 feet, 80 feet to 100 feet, that necessarily ireans
there are fewer stages to that fracturing job, and that
necessarily neans less water.

This is scirething that the DepartiTent haçi been
wondering about and looking at data as we could -- could
find it as we were putting together our regulations, and
then in February of this year, a group called “Series,” a
sustainability consulting firm out of Boston, care out
with a report that talked about water use in hydraulic
fracturing operations, and their observation was that
horizontal gas and horizontal oil completions used far,
far rere water than vertical gas. or vertical oil

completions, which used about 85 percent less.

In California, the average use of water for a
hydraulic fracturing job is about 160,000 gallons, and
the total areunt used in 2012 approached about 300 acre
feet.

That number may be lower this year. We are
seeing numbers reported to us under the current

DTI Court Reporting Solutions — Woodland Hills
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regulatory schere that would suggest that the average is

going down in tenos of asount of water used, again,

simply free the point of view of needing to understand

what is the right regulatory response to the danands on

our resources under the — the issues associated with

public health, safety and the environsont.

So our regulations, what have they traditionally

focused on?

Traditionally, we had regulations that applied

to all wells, and that was in- —- intended to Insure

solid, caçetent well construction. The idea was to make

sure that we got that zonal isolation that I was talking

about in that slide earlier.

If--ifoper--——theshortfomof that—

that — that body of regulation, you build your well to

the standards that we’ve set, and those are high

standards ccmpared to the nationwide. You build your

well to your standards, you don’t break your well in the

operation, and if you break it, you fix it.

What we had -- that -- that kind of body of

regulation tied in with underground injection control

regulation that is specific to the -— the Federal Safe

Drinking Water Act and specific to injection wells, that

was how we regulated all oil and gas operations, but it

was very apparent, as we started to -- digging into the
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issues surrounding hydraulic fracturing and other forms

of well stimulation, that we needed to have saiething a

little bit sore robust.

The Departisent started doing a series of

workshops around the State. We actually held two of thee

here in the -- the l.bnterey and Salinas area over the

course of the last 24 nonths. That was 12 to 18 nonths

prior to the passing of SB4 and subsequently. We were

taking camsent free the public about what kinds of

concerns should we -— should we see addressed in these

regs.

And when Senate Bill 4 passed, a lot of the

things that were in Senate Bill 4 were actually things

that we bad already been talking about with the

Legislature and with nerers of the public and the like.

So Senate Bill 4 has two phases to

islesontation.

The first one is already in effect right now.

We have inter— —- what we refer to as interim regulations

in place today and have been there since January, but in

July of next year, the full permanent regulations will be
in effect.

Now, it’s a little easier for so to describe the

whole of what the regulations will be in July and then

case back and explain what subset of this is actually in

place today,
k’age

The regulations that we are developing, we’re in

the process of it now, we need to finish that process by
Novanber 15th, we have done a -- two — two series

already of recirculations, circulation and recirculation

of the regulations, and there will be one sore

recirculation of that before we subsit thee to the Office

of Administrative law.

Those regulations are going to require for --

for July 1st, again July 1st of next year, operators will

now need to get a permit for drilling, not -- for not

just drilling the well, which has been current law, but

also for the actual practice of the well stiirulation, and

that permit’s going to require that they provide certain

information, the well, the dth, which chanicals are

they using in the — in the st±mlation.

It’s also going to require -- what they’ll be

required to do is conduct neighbor notification.

Now, the neighbor notification provision is for

folks who are close to the well that is going to undergo

the well stimulation treatment.

If you are within 1,500 feet of the surface

location of the well, you will receive neighbor

notification.

If you are within 500 feet of a vertical
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projection of the well bore path, bear with so on this

one for a second, if you can imagine that the well is

going down and maybe deviating to the left or right, if
you project that deviation to the surface of the earth,

you now have a wellhead and a tail.

So take a 1,500-foot circle around the wellbead

and a 500-foot buffer around the tail, and every resident

that’s in there gets notification 30 days prior.

They also, if they happen to own a water well,

have the right to ask for and have independent testing of

their water well paid for by the operator to provide

baseline water quality for that well. That’s going to

case back again here in a second as another big change
under Senate Bill 4.

Prior to the well stiinnjlation treatment, they
will need to perform an evaluation of the surrounding

geology. The bill itself specifies a five tunas the --

the fracture -- the anticipated fracture radius that that

analysis would occur, so if the operator was saying --

intending to have a 200-foot fracture length, then
multiply that by five, 1,000 feet, take that 1,000 foot,

make a sphere with a 1,000-foot radius at depth wherever
that fracture job is going to take place, and if you can

innagine the geologic features there within that sphere,

they need to be evaluated, whether that’s the cap rock or
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1 other faults, to make sure that they are not conduits and
2 that they are going to insure, it’s the case of a cap

3 rock, going to insure that isolation into that zone.
4 There is another analysis that is going to be

5 required, and that is of the neighboring wells. That is
6 two tises the distance of the proposed fracture sodel, so
7 again using that 200-foot distance, 400 feet around the
8 well that is being stimulated, then the operator will

9 need to identify whether there are any wells that could
10 potentially be conduits to another zone, again focusing

11 on the zonal isolation, focusing on that -- that issue,
12 which as we looked at other —— other areas of the nation

13 where there were concerns about hydraulic fracturing, it
14 had to do with migration of chenicals or fluids outside
15 of the zone, we’re looking to wake sure that there are no
16 other conduits, so we’re borrowing a page fran our
17 underground injection control with this aerial analysis,
18 butwearegoingtobeusingthat--thatanalysisto
19 make sure that those other existing wells that might be
20 near the well that’s being stiirtilated don’t serve as a
21 conduit out of the formation.

22 During the —— also prior to the well

23 stimulation, the operator will need to pressure test all

24 of the equipint, so if the pressures that are going to
25 be applied to the -- the -- the wells is, for argunent’s
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sake, 2,000 PSI, they’re going to need to test that

that equizTent at 2,200 and -- excuse ma. Yeah.

2,000 —— 2,500, 125 percent, 2,500 PSI to wake sure that
it’s going to be able to withstand the pressures applied
to the equ1.nent, the nechanical equint that’s being
used for the hydraulic fracturing job.

During the mun -- the hydraulic fracturing job,
the Departnent needs to be afforded the opportunity to

witness that and sate of the -- that testing that I just
nentioned, the pressure testing, and then their operator
is required to munitor before, during and after the stim
job to make sure that there is no — no evidence that
the -— the well or the fracture, rather, may have
intersected another well or that saze loss of well
integrity was experienced.

If it does so indicate, they need to shut that
operation down, and then they need to figure out what
went wrong and repair it before they rove on.

I rrentioned water quality testing for neighbors.
One of the larger changes in SB4, this is quite

new, is that there is now a requirenent for water quality
ronitoring plans, which include taking of baseline
samples of groundwater where there is groundwater, This
is new. There was no baseline sampling in the past for
water quality relative to agricultural or oil and gas
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wells, but now, in the case of -- of hydraulic
fracturing, there will be sampling of baseline water
quality prior to hydraulic fracturing jobs.

There’s public disclosure. A lot of concern has
been raised in the past about trade secrecy and operators
saying “Well, we’re not going to tell you what’s in this
hydraulic fracturing fluid.” 5B4 is pretty clear. There
are very, very, very narrow windows by which operators
might be able to claim trade secrecy, so narrow that none
have tried yet. We are seeing full disclosure of the
chmnicals used in the hydraulic fracturing jobs, even
today.

So that’s what’s going to be required under the
rules in July of next year.

The subset of that that’s required right now,
pretty much everything, with two exceptions.

One, there is not a specific permit that needs
to be applied for right now.

nd two, they’re not doing the -— the geologic
or the -- the — the evaluation of neighboring wells that
we call the fracture radial analysis.

But beyond that, all of the other pieces are in
place, the neighbor notification, the pressure testing of
the well, the ironitoring. The water quality nonitoring
plans are in place.

Page 33
1 Now, water quality ironitoring plans in July of
2 next year will be -- will have to neet criteria that are
3 being developed by the State Water Board. They’re doing
4 that right now. So water quality nonitoring plans today
5 reet the standards that we put into those interim
6 regulations and that have been in effect since
7 January 1st. The Water Board wanted to make sure they
8 had the ability to use a consultive process, and they are
9 doing that now to make sure they get those criteria for

10 the long haul right.

11 But operators are required to disclose
12 hydraulic -- hydraulic fracturing fluid content and —

13 not —- not only to us, but also to the public, and then
14 there is public disclosure after the fact of the
15 hydraulic fracturing jobs.
16 Those are the regulations.
17 There are a couple of other provisions that --

18 that I wanted to just discuss briefly in Senate Bill 4.
19 There is the requirerront that we conduct an
20 environnental impact report of the process of well
21 stimulation.

22 Now, you’re quite familiar, I’m sure, with
23 envirormental impact reports for things like housing
24 developronts or shopping malls or the like. They’re very
25 specific, and they have inpacts that can be very
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specifically identified relative to the envirorrnt.

This isaverybigElR. Weexpecttohave—

because it’s, again, looking at a practice, not a

project, we expect that to -- to be conducted -- or

excuse me, to be conpleted and ready for public

circulation saimtis here in fourth quarter of this year.

We need to finish that EIR by July 1st of next year.

And lastly, there is an independent study. I

mentioned that the CXST, California Council on Science

and Technology, had conducted a study of hydraulic

fracturing for the Bureau of Land Management. (XS2’ is

also conducting this independent study. It’s being

conducted by -- by them under the — the direction of the

Natural Resources Agency, which is our parent agency over

the Departient of Conservation.

This slide’s a little out of date. The

procurement’ s not only done, but we already have the

scopeofthestudy, andweexpecttohavethe--expect

to have the first volume, if you will, of that study dune

by January 1st with subsequent two volumes occurring in

the following six ni,nths.

That is my presentation to you today,

Mr. Chairman and Board Memders.

I am happy to answer any questions you may have.

It was a -- a fairly lengthy agenda that I was
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asked to cover, and I — I apologize if it went a little

bit long, but we did cover a lot of material ranging from

just about — ranging from production methods, the

primary, secondary, tertiary production, how these wells

are constructed and what these regulations are going to

look like and do look like today.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you. Appreciate it.

JASON WiBSHALL: Thank you for your tine.

CHAIR SALINAS: Certainly very informative, and

we -- we appreciate you coming here and talking to us.

Any questions at this point from the Board of

Supervisors before I open the public carrent?

FIE SPEAKER: (Inaudible).

CHAIR SALINAS: Wait till -- okay. We do have

about 30 speaker forms, so I will allow the three-minute

tine per speaker.

You don’t have to feel carpelled to repeat if

the person ahead of you covered the same point, so do
that, we’d appreciate it, so we can give everybody a
chance to speak.

And then I’ll open it up for those that haven’t
filled out a speaker form.

For those that came a little bit late, we also
have the question form.

Those that just have a specific question for
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Mr. Marshall can suisnit that question, and we’ll turn it
over to him.

And then after we close the lic meeting, we

will have also our staff respond or react to any of the

maybe questions raised by the public canrents or

speakers.

So we’ll start with the first one. I think it’s

Luana Conley.

Is Iana here?

Okay. She’s here?

(Inaudible) yeah.

After -— after Luana, the next person, Nancy

Iver— —— it’s 20191 Old Ranch Court, Salinas. I can’t

read the last name.

Nancy, if you could queue up after Luana, and

then we’ll have Ken Bellart after that.

Hello.

LUANA CONLEY: Thank you.

Good afternoon, Supervisors.

My name is Luana Conley.

And we do know, we’re very aware that today is

not an opportunity for any Board action. I was told

personally by Bill nte and our State Senator and

Assembly rber Mark Stone that we were not to expect any
meaningful action, any meaningful regulation from the
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State, so this is a do yourself, County-by-County process

that we sust undertake at great effort across the State
of California.

So I ‘a here to ado my voice to those demanding a
ban on fracking in Nonterey County.

There are hundreds of lotbying groups around the
country paid to discredit those who oppose fracking using
the sare techniques developed by big tobacco, the

merchants of doubt. They will tell you it’s safe with
manipulated, made-up statistics when you know that

there’s no requirement for reporting and no resources for
regulation. Just think two letters: HP. Follow the
meney, and I know that you do, as does Governor Brown who
calls fracking “The Nuevo Gold Bush.” We know where the

gold goes.

We are tired of being lab rats and guinea pigs

and told that we’re the ones that need to prove the

asthma, the headaches, the mystery diseases, the dead

cattle, the green water, the dried-up wells, the high

rate of worker mortality and the earthquakes and told
that they’re not caused by fracking.

It’s your job to keep us safe.

Now I’m joining with thousands of others in this

County, and here, if you recall, are some hundreds of

corments that were made when the Planning Camnission
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recamnded a roratoritan in Nenterey County sore rronths

ago, and this is in addition to numerous E-mails and

petitions, over 2,000 petition signatures that wanted a
roratoriust on fracking in t4nterey County.

So I’m joining with these thousands of others in

this County and cross the country to dsnand a fast track

mratorium, at the very least, .until frackiing is proven

safe, and that will probably be when hell freezes over.

There are many other people here today who are

very passionate about l.bnterey County, its unique assets

and people, and I believe that we’re wasting thousands of

hours of volunteer tire today when we could all be doing

useful things to better our cantrunity because you’re not

doing your job to serve the public you were elected to

represent.

We have to cone here in person and keep pushing

and keep pushing and keep pushing.

Our research and resources must be turned away

from fossil fuels and towards local decentralized

renewable energy.

I’m asking you to ban fracking today, right now.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALS: Thank you.

Nancy?

NANCY IVERSON: Nancy Iverson.

Page 39
I have things that are fran newspapers you’ll

recognize. I have the New York TineS from July this

year, and it talks about New York State.

New York State, about six years ago, had a

statewide neratorium on fracking, and currently the State

Health tpart1ient is studying just potential health

probless. Two cities, two towns were concerned that the

State would back this -- this roratorium until they

decided to go forward with the fracking, and so they took
it into their own hands and said fracking would threaten

health, the environment and the character of their

camminities.

Naturally, they got pushback from energy

conpanies, but on Nenday, July 7 or 8 of this year, a
five to two decision, the State Court of Appeals affirmed
the lower court ruling and rejected the argument of the

energy catpany and found that the towns did indeed have

the authority to ban fracking through land use

regulations.

It started with two, and now there are over

200 municipalities, cities and counties that have either

banned fracking or are considering doing so, and the

trend may accelerate because of the court’s ruling.

I have a quote fran the Nenterey County Weekly,

and I’m sure everybody in the roan’s familiar with it,
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and it talks about Royal Dutch Shell.

Shell Oil Conpany has been around when my
parents first started driving, there was Shell Oil.
Shell Oil bad in its recent 2013 annual report, sone
200 very dry pages, this following quote:

“If we are unable to find ecooasically
viable as well as publicly accessible solutions

that reduce our C)2 esissions for new and

existing projects or products, we may experience
additional cost, delayed projects, reduced
production and reduced denand for hydrocarbons.”
CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you, Nancy.

Your — your tire is up and (inaudible).
NANCY PIERSON: This is fran the seventh largest

ccapany, but Exxonbil just announced plans to produce a
first-of-its-kind report showing how the growing trend in
climate change activien is destabilizing their financial
stability.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you, Nancy.

NANCY IVERSON: Ne’ve seen two worldwide --

CHAIR SAlINAS: Nancy. Your tire is up, Nancy.
Could you sine it up?

NANCY IVERSON: — protests this weekend, Sunday

CHAIR SALINAS: Okay. Thank you.
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1 Ken Bellart and then Robert Gunn and then Tia
2 L-e-d-h-e-r-z queuing up.

3 K124 BELLART: My name is Ken Bellart.

4 I’m sorry about the speech inpedirent.

5 I lived in Oklahoma for 32-plus years and in
6 that tire, I never felt any earthquakes.

7 Here -- since I’ve been gone, they’ve had more
8 earthquakes in Oklahoma than California, but that --

9 since fracking began.

10 Okay. (Inaudible) I have is fracking, which was
11 referred to earlier use a lot of water. Each well I’ve
12 heard use fran 100,000 to 4 million gallons of water, and

13 we haven’t got the water from the wells.

14 If you can’t say sceething good, say nothing at

15

16

17

18

The only good thing I have about the earlier
presentation, it was very smooth.

I am not a geologist or am I a petroleum

19 engineer, but I am a professional engineer, and I don’t

foresee anything that can be really displayed in realism.

Okay. Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you. Thank you, Ken.

Robert?

Then Tia.

ROBERT GUNN: I’m Robert Gunn.
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I live in Pacific Grove --

I’m Robert Gunn.

I live in Pacific Grove, and I’m here to speak

for my grandchildren and your grandchildren and

everybody’s grandchildren.

I’m 70 years old.

I have four grandchildren. The youngest was

just born last ronth.

When she’s 70 years old, it will be the year

2084. If she lives to be 90, but that would be the year

2104.

And in your considerations of whether we should

look at this issue deeper by putting up a noratorium, I

want you to think of your grandchildren 90 years from

now, what this place is going to be like.

Okay?

Thank you for your tine.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you, sir.

It’s Tia, then Cynthia S-u-v-e-r-k—r-o-p, and

then Margaret Doflock.

TIA IEPARZ: Thank you.

£: My naire is Doug (inaudible).

I’m a l.bnterey County resident, and I’m giving

my tire to Tia.

TIA IEPARTZ: Is that real?

Page 4j

Does that count?

Okay.

CHAIR SALINAS: Go ahead, Tia.

TIA LEPARTZ: Great.

Thank you, Supervisors, for allowing no the tine

to speak with you all.

My nane is Tia Lepartz.

I’m an organizer with Food and Water Watch.

We’re a national consuner advocacy organization. We

represent about 100,000 irimiters in California, thousands

in mnnterey County alone.

I brought along a report that you all should

have that we released just last week in an effort to

provide all of the facts in order to give you

300 citations of scientific studies that back up our

concerns around why we should stop tracking arid acidizing

here in MDnterey County. I felt it was prudent to

provide you with scee written material as well.

So I’m part of Californians Against Franking.

We’re a coalition of over 200 groups across the State

working to stop fracking. This involves working with a

lot of camtunities across the State who are also working

on this issue as well.

So I’ve lived all over the State and -—

including Salinas and Carrel. My grandparents lived in
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nterey County my entire life. From the Salinas Valley

fanus to the beaches, this is one of the rest special

places that I could ever imagine, and so I’m incredibly

dedicated to protecting this County I’m sure as much as

you all are.

So over the past few nonths, I’ve had the

pleasure of working with residents here in the County,

sare of whom are here today. You’ll hear from Paula

Getze].man, the vintner from South County, or Deinetrio

Pineda from Salinas.

Just this weekend, in an effort to put education

first on this issue, we held a forum on the weekend, not

during work hours, with child care provided in Salinas,

we had over 60 residents there in order to provide facts

and our concerns, and so we are out in the canuunity

attenpting to educate your constituents and our neighbors

around this —— this issue.

I bring up the public because when I look at the

facts, and when I look at science, Sand_when I look at the

reports that are caning out, it’s pretty clear to no that

we should be concerned about this issue.

It’s also pretty clear to no that Californians

understand that. Recent polls show up to 68 percent of

Californians supporting a roratorium on tracking.

And we believe that regulations to these
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1 techniques do not adequately address the risks that they

2 pose.
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In fact, the Departrrent of Oil, Gas and

Geothermal Resources, or DDGGR, they’re planning to

finalize regulations, as we just heard. They’re planning

to finalize regulations before the State-required

independent study and environnental inpact reports are
finished.

How is that possible?

How can IXXGR insure that environmental risks

are taken into account if the findings frau the RIR and
independent study are not available until six nonths

after the regulation?

So when we look at the whole picture, and I

think that this is really important, when we talk about
tracking and acidizing, we rove beyond just talking about

cracking rocks for oil.

We talk about an entire industrialized process,

We talk about everything frau increased truck traffic to
well casings and wastewater disposal. It berates evident
that tracking is too dangerous and in fact cannot be

regulated to be made safe.

23 That’s why we produced this report that you have

24 in front of you with sane key findings, including that
25 anong the franking chmnu.cals used, over 100 are known or
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suspected endocrine disruptors, and nunerous others are
known or suspected carcinogens.

We also see that beyond the chemical pollutants

brought to the surface, there are other many public

health and socioeconanic stressors that stem frun

widespread drilling and fracking, included added demands

on social services and health care systems, damage to

public infrastructure, declines in property values,

increase in crise and sexually transmitted diseases and

losses felt in established sectors of local econcmies

such as agriculture and tourism.

Agriculture and tourism are key to nterey
County, and so this is why we feel it’s a very prudent

step to hold off on franking and acidizing, do the due

diligence and — and look at all the facts like how many

I just presented.

Furthermore, cempetition with water between the
oil and gas industry and municipalities or agriculture in
particular will increase if fracking continues to expand

under regions in water — under water stress.

So here in California, we are acutely aware of

being under water stress, as we’re in a drought.

So I will wrap up and say that --

Oh, I have one sore thing.

I --justlookingatthe--theslideand
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showing the land use I thought was really interesting

because we do have a lot of big oil fields here.

I, however, recently went down to visit

ccmminity residents in Kern County where a lot of the

franking is taking place. I figure if I’m working on
this issue, I should see it firsthand. I was taken to

Sequoia Elerentary School surrounded by six fracking

wells while children are getting sick.

And I would say that if the Supervisors would

like to see what it looks like firsthand, I’d be happy to
connect you with the group that took ma down there that I
set residents with in order to see what franking does
look like in an agricultural county in a county where

there are camnunities and schools right next to already

pesticide-ridden fields, but now fracking wells.

So In the absence of State action as we’ve

heard, local municipalities are stepping up across the
State.

I was in a lot of the SB1132 hearings, the

recent Statewide moratorium bill.

Tine and again we heard regulators saying this

should be a local issue, and local municipalities should

deal with this.

So we’re seeing that. There will be two

November ballot init- -- three November ballot

E’age ‘ab
initiatives in Mandocino County, San Benito County right
next door and Santa Barbara County. We also see City of
Los Angeles writing language for a moratorium, we see
Butte County writing language for a ban, Alamada County
writing language for a ban. This is a widespread
rrovesweit that’s really starting because bans and
especially moratoriums right now is an incredibly prudent
step to protect the County.

So on behalf of Food and Water Watch, our
mashers, our partners that we work with, I urge the. Boaru—
of Supervisors to take the moderate and prudent step,
placing a hold on fracking and acidizing in the County,
to study the local irrpacts ‘cause we are — we are
confident that when you look at all the facts, you’ll
understand the need to stc this process.

So thank you so much.

CHAIR SAl 2S: Thank you.

Margaret, Jody Hanson and then Bill Lipe.
(Inaudible speaker).

CHAIR SALINAS: Yeah, Margaret Duflock.

F2AIE SPEPI: Wasn’t Cynthia before -that?
CHAIR SALS: Cynthia, yes, and then Margaret,

and then Jody.

CYNTHIA SUPACPFI: Good afternoon.

My naxea is Cynthia Supacroft.
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I’m frce North Nonterey County.

I represent myself. I’m not with a group.

I am a iran, a wife, a grandrother, retired
teacher. I taught in Greenfield for 10 years, in Salinas
another 10.

I have nothing to gain by the position that I am
taking other than the personal knowlee that I’ve tried
to do the right thing.

Therefore, I am against fracking.

IwouldurgetheBoardto--to--toinitiatea
moratorium on the -- on it.

I believe that franking — to continue fracking
would be like taking a loan, putting your nane on a -- on
the dotted line on a loan without looking at the terms of
the loan, rather foolish.

So therefore, I think it would be foolish for us
to continue before real extensive data were in on the
process.

Thank you.

CHAIR SLS: Thank you.

Go ahead.

Margaret, Margaret Duflock, then Jody Hanson,
and then Bill Lipe.

MAPGA1ET IXJFLOCK: Good afternoon.

CHAIR SALINAS: Good afternoon.
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NAARFI DUFIJXK: I am Margaret flock.

Thank you for having ne.

San Bernardo Rancho has been operating in

San Ardo since —

FALE SPEAR: Can you raise the microphone?

CHAIR SALINAS: Can you lower it a little?

There you go. There you go.

NARGARET DUFICK: San Bernardo Rancho has been

operating in San Ardo since 1871.

Since the beginning of the oil fields in

San Ardo in 1948, both our cattle and farming operations

have been co—existing with the oil fields of San Ardo,

and we do no fracking in San Ardo.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Jody Hanson, then Bill Lipe.

JODY HANSON: Good afternoon, Hoard of

Supervisors.

My naite is Jody Hanson.

I am the president and CEO of the !bnterey

Peninsula Cliaaber of Ccmnerce.

Our chaaber has not taken a position on this

issue.

However, we do support a streamlined regulatory

environnEnt.

pleas.

However, we applaud the purpose of this study

session to get sore thorough infonition, and we are glad

that you are respecting the State process.

The tire of the local ordinance does not make

sense right now when a State regulatory agency is

overhauling its regulations and inplnting SB4.

Our business environnent is very sensitive, I

sean it’s a cost of doing business, and our

calipetitiveness is really dependent on predictability of
rules and certainty in the process of tii and cost.

When you have overlapping rules, it can be

onerous in the permitting process.

When caripleted, SB4 will provide the strictest

regulations on fracking in the nation.

Public transparency and accountability are

hallmarks of SB4 and should not be preetipted by local

politics.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Bill Lipe, Ed Mitchell, and then Tan Shields.

BILL LIPE: Good afternoon, Council Mmribers.

Thank you for giving us all a chance to express

our -- our thoughts here.
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Bill Lipe fran -- fran Salinas, lbnterey County.

And I just want to say, you know, our County has

sale really inportant oil and gas properties here and

industry that’s -- that’s contrthuting to our tax base,

it’s helping create energy independence, and in

agriculture, I happen to be In agriculture, I can’t tell

you how much money we spend on diesel gas, but if there’s

any opportunity to lower that cost, we would really

appreciate it.

I thought the State representative here gave us

a good overview on what the State’s doing to regulate,

and they are regulating this industry. A couple people

said it can’t be regulated, but boy, the State sure is

trying, and I — I give then )omdos for doing that, and I

just think that we should allow the State to do its jth
in regulating this activity.

As Ms. Duflock already mentioned, there is no

fracking going on here in Msnterey County, so it seens a
little bit prenature to put a moratorium on it if it’s

not even happening.

So I just want to say that — that SB4 was

sarething that was passed in the Iagislature by

bipart- -- bipartisan agreelent.

I think we should let the State do its due

diligence and for the County to take a back seat at this
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tine and let the State do what it’s already mandated to

do and -- and — and sore inportantly not to stifle the

potential developient we — we have, the developient

opportunities we have in South County and other parts of
Msnterey County. There’s a potential for a lot of jobs,

a lot sore tax revenue that you Supervisors can allocate

and spend, and -- and having seen some of the projects

firsthand down in San Ardo, I can say they are

meticulous, they are very clean, they are very safe, the
enployees that work there are very happy, and -- and

there’s a lot sore opportunity, I think, for cainininity

investment to utilize sore of the water that they produce
through their — through their production capabilities.

So I think there’s a lot of opportunity here.

I think it’s presature for the County to step in

at this point and potentially stifle that, especially

when we have our friends in Sacramento that are already

working very hard to make sure that this is done the

right way, the safe way and in a way that we can -- we
can all be -- be happy about.

So thank you very much.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Ed Mitchell, then Toe Shields, then Michael

Redry.

TSMIFLDS: I’mTanShields, andl’mcedingmy
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You’re hearing many pleas today, etotional1
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speaking tire to Ed Mitchell.

ED MITCHELL: Hi.

Ed Mitchell.

I’mco-founderand--withTaiiinregards to

Protect Salinas Valley.

PSV is a camnmity organization that has, for

over 10 years, studied and generated caprehensive

fracking ordinance intended to protect the Salinas Valley

residential and farm areas. It is based upon ordinances

passed in other counties but modified for the unique

econanic and environsental aspects of Salinas Valley.

And one of the ways we address this problen was

we assured the State was going to allow fracking, and in

studying that, you find out in what was not presented

today, and — and so you understand this, is that IXXR

and the State and SB4 are focusing on the property and

the jurisdiction of which they regulate, which is the

well site, the permit site.

All that is left is up to the County, and so

sitting around and waiting for the — the State and

expecting that it’s -— whatever its regulations are,

everything is going to be hunky-dory in the County, is a

false assurption.

And so the issue what — why sale people want a
moratorium, and —— and I’m one of thea, is because well,
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it’s not going hurt you -- hurt anybody, as the previous

speaker said, because fracking is not going on.

That was true until the ordinance case out of

the Planning Camnission which was caning before you which

was going to restrict — it’s a modification that’s going

to restrict fracking, prevent it in residential areas,

but it opened the door for unpermitted fracking across
all the unincorporated areas of the County, and then it’s
ccsmon that in — in fracking coinnunities that the

counties always have to get involved in addressing issues

away and outside of that jurisdiction of the State, and

there are many issues that cate up.

For one, we looked at 25 policy questions, but

I’ll just bring up one right now.

(Inaudible) should the oil industry be allowed

unlimited potable water extractions fran the overdrafted
Salinas Valley Water Basin and be allowed to permanently

pollute that water, whether it’s 160,000 gallons, or it’s
5.4 or 15.4 acre feet per frack.

And so there are issues that need to be talked

in a cooperative manner between people in this catsunity

that are for or against franking to really figure out how
the County is going to address just that issue, and
that’s a pretty big one.

There’s other ones about transportation trucks

Lage b
moving through our County area and the wear and tear on
the roads and the disturbance and difficulties to the ag
industry.

I was very iapressed, and I’m glad you brougtnt
the pictures of the two different areas in California
where fracking is going on, but one thing I noted about
it, and one of the concerns we bad very such, was that
this is a green valley. It’s different. This is the one
place, this is the salad bowl of the world, and our
attempt was and to look at how do you -- how do you
overlay the fracking on that?

And what — another thing that wasn’t addressed
was the fact that the technology of fracking has
improved, and — and it’s -— I’m a technologist, I care
fran the —— the Army, and I’ve been in Lockheed Martin,
aer— -- aerospace engineer, I believe in it, but the
technology has moved on over the years, and there were
other areas around the world where it was said DWell, the
fracking wouldn’t occur,but the -- but the

technologists are good at this stuff, and they work at
ways of doing their job better, and so that is quite
likely that can happen here, and I believe the State
representative would agree, that if an exploration
calpany got smarter at how they were doing it and figured
out a way to do sore hydraulic horizontal fracking that

they could.
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The question is in Kern County right now,
there’s another aspect is the location of, say -- let’s
say we do get a vertical frack well, and it’s burning off
aethane gas. I’ve literally seen the sethane they’ve got
down in Kern County and nethane burnoff that’s going
24 hours a day.

Hey, how about if we have that going on next to
scsubody’s -- vintner’s wine chateau?

How would that help the hospitality industry for
bringing people into the Biver Road area?

Ineanifyou--youcould--thesearethetype
of questions that we as a -- as a consunity nnist sit down
and talk about.

Unrestricted —— PSV’ s position is this:
Unrestricted fracking is not acceptable. We have to
figure out what the restrictions are and whether they are
large or small and places where we’re going to do it.

We think that -- we know that the purpose of
this ireeting is to gather infonastion so you can rake a
vote upon the ordinance that has cone before you and
you’ve been sitting on for five months and in regards to
if — should a moratorium, which was recamnended to you
by the Planning Coxr,nission, be considered so we can have
these type of discussions.

1—800—826—0277
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Thank you very much.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Norm Groot, then Dennis Pollard, then David

So Norm, you’re up.

(Inaudible speaker).

CHAIR SALINAS: Yeah.

Michael Redry, you core up, then -- then None --

Norm will be after you.

CHAEL RE11Y: vbers of the Board, I’m

Michael Redry frcin San Ardo.

I’m opposed to any meratoritmi.

We operate a cattle ranch, and many properties

have mineral rights that go along with the surface

rights.

These should be protected with a need for oil

and gas production.

Any regulation should be science based, not

based on emution. Only the facts, like the TV show said

(inaudible).

A meratorium would be detrimental to the

County’s revenues, to the econany and the jobs that oil

production has.

Well, thank you very much.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.
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Norm, then Dennis Pollard.

NOFM YI: Good afternoon, Supervisors.

I’m None Groot.

I’m the executive director for nterey County

Farm Bureau.

And I’ll start by saying that I’ve taken the

thee to go down to the south part of our County and tour

the San Ardo fields, and I have seen firsthand, unlike a

lot of the people sitting In this audience here today,

what is going on there and the good things that our

neighbors to the south are doing for us.

Nonterey County Fans Bureau supports decisions

made on fact, absent of eeetion, and opposes any

arbitrary legislative and regulatory efforts to ban

hydraulic fracturing that ignore sound science and

property rights.

So let’s take a look at saee of these facts.

Fracking is not taking place in nterey County

currently. The process used to extract oil uses steam

injection, which is not fracking by any sense of the
word. Just ask the experts, the regulators who are there

on site when these wells are drilled.

Steam injection has been utilized in Nonterey

County for multiple decades without incident. Just ask
the experts who manitor the fields and the agencies the
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extractors must report to.

Oil production in the area of Nonterey’s shale

zone in our County should take place and include —- it
could not take place, excuse me, without steam injection.

Just ask the experts who understand that our oil is as
thick as peanut butter. It needs to be heated up before

it can be extracted.

Groundiater is not at risk by the current

extraction methods that are being used in nterey

County.

Fracidng is not under consideration in Nonterey

County at this tiiee by any of the oil production

conpanies. Just ask the geologists who understand that

we don’t have the same underground granite zones as Kern

County or even the rest of the country. It is unfair to
use ccmparisons when we are caipletely different.

There is no plic emergency that exists to
support an outright ban or ordinance on fracking and

layer on aitional regulation above the State mandate.

Just ask the experts who monitor and challenge local

jurisdictional overreach by government bodies who seek to

change the existing Statewide paradigm.

The energy extraction industry is a big part of
our conmunity here providing jobs, support and tax

revenue. Just ask the experts in our County who count
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the tax revenues each year.

Oil production is necessary to our national

security. We all don’t drive electric cars yet, and when
and if we do so, we’re going to need oil to produce that

electricity. Just ask the experts who monitor our energy

production and balance our grid each day for reli- --

reliability and peak demand.

Nonterey County has no nexus for fracking and

should not wade into the business of regulating an

industry that is already heavily regulated.

Based on the decision of facts, not opinion or
emtion, please support the business conimmity as we

protect our property rights, economic prosperity and the
ability to provide jobs for our citizens.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thanks, Norm.

Dennis Pollard, David Annanasco, and then Kata
Barios, I think, Kate Barios.

So Dennis, you’re up.

DNIS POLLARD: Good afternoon.

CHAIR SALINAS: Good afternoon.

DENIS POLLARD: Nice to see you guys here

today, and I think you guys do a very good job.

I am from the San Ardo area. I oversee the rig

operations out there. I represent 165 men that work on

Armanasco.
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these oil rigs.

Fracking’ s not an issue in Monterey County.

There is no fracking.

It’s about well stimulation.

You put a maratorium on it, that’s what you’re

going to put a rrøratoriwn on, and you will stop your tax

revenues caning in inntdiately.

I’ve hired multiple peoples fran King City,

San Ardo, Salinas, Gonzales, I have all kinds of people

working fran within this County that’s cane up through

the doors as young sen that were misguided, didn’t have a

job, didn’t have no direction, and we have ccee and

employed these people and made these guys solid

tax-paying citizens within this County.

They are very concerned about what goes on here

today. We have a few people here to represent us, but
everody is absolutely interested in what goes on.

I thank you for you guys’ decision, and I know

you’ll make the right one.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

DENNIS POLLARD: Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: David Armanasco, then Kate

Barios, I think, and then Sam Teal.

DAVID APWiNASCD: Good afternoon, Supervisors.

Thank you for this opportunity.
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I’m David Armanasco with Monterey County for

Energy Independence,

You know, forgive ire for a imxient, but you know,

this is almast like saying we want to ban humtack whales

from feeding in the Salinas River.

It -— it doesn’t happen, it won’t happen, and

you know you have all kinds of evidence that there is no
fracking in Monterey County.

So perhaps the conversation should be

aphasizing what can we do to better infonn the citizens
of Monterey County as to what actually happens in

Monterey County to aleve the anxiety that is fed by

misinformation.

And since you are the leaders in Monterey

County, and we particularly appreciate the orientation by
Mr. Marshall fran the Departnent of Conservation, perhaps

it’s just really iirtant to help the County understand,

the citizens understand that the practice in San Ardo has

been co-existing, as been irentioned, with agriculture and

with cattle raising for so many decades without any kind
of incident.

And so perhaps the — the mast important thing

that can care out of today is rare way to get the massage
across to the citizens of Monterey County that there is
no frackinq in Monterey County, that this is not
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1 something that should cause you anxiety because it is
2 demanstrated that what takes place in Monterey County and
3 oil extraction is a proven, safe irethod that actually
4 returns water into the Salinas River Basin on an annual
5 basis of over 2,400 acre feet a year.
6 So thank you for convening this ireeting, and
7 thanks to the Dapartirent of Conservation for being here,
8 but I think that from all the things you’ve heard,
9 perhaps scrrething that can care out of today is an

10 initiative to educate people in our great County as to
11 what really does go on in San Ardo.

12 Thank you.

13 CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

14 Kate, then Sam Teal, then Jim Orradre.
15 KATA BARIOS: Good afternoon.
16 My nane is Kate Barios.

17 And I am caning to you as a resident of
18 San Ardo, and my husband also works in the oil fields.
19 A lot of people have already said it would —— it
20 would hurt your tax revenues, but that’s not the only
21 thing that it would hurt.

22 Should you have a maratoriuin or — or pass
23 anything that’s going to affect our field, you’ll be
24 affecting our ccmnity drastically.
25 Earlier today, I had the privilege of being with
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evron and Aera at our local fire departirent. They both
had giant checks for $10,000. They’re in support of our
caniLnity. And on Thursday, last Thursday, as the
president of the school board, I accepted a check for

$150,000 for our school.

This is amazing, and without these caipanies,
our little cosinunity would not be thriving like it is.

Without the workers in the fields coming in and
going to the store, or if you go down and ask Mrs. Rubio
what the oil fields seans to her — to her business there
at the cafe, I’m sure everyone would tell you that they
are really truly in support of the oil companies in
San Arcb.

14 And yes, we all drink the water.

15 CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.
16 Sam Teal, Jim Orradre, and then Jose Velasquez.
17 SAN TKAL: My naire is Sam Teal.

18 Good afternoon, Supervisors.

19 1 am the chairman of the Monterey County
20 Hospitality Association.

21 And I guess you should ask why is hospitality
22 interested in oil fields, and it’s because 97 percent of
23 our visitors care either by car or plane to spend noney
24 in — on the Peninsula.

25 I have no idea how the other 3 percent get here.
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Maybe they swim.

At any rate, it’s a —— it’s a pretty easy thing

for us to say that the State is obviously doing an

in-depth and structured approach to these regulations,

and I think that the citizens of Monterey County are best

served if we allow then to continue doing that process.

Thank you.

QAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Jim Orradre, Jose Velasquez, then Mary Orradre.

JIM ORRADPE: Good afternoon, Supervisors.

My flare’s Jinuy Orradre, and I’m — I live and

work in San Ardo for the last 45 years.

And I’d like to especially thank the

presentation fran IR because I think these facts are

very isportant for us to really see. I trean everybody’s

going to agree or disagree on these facts, but at least

they plan then cot pretty, you know, directly.

And I’m -- I’m for SB4 just for the pure fact

that I think this is a State issue that needs to be taken

at the Statewide.

You can’t just pieceaeal these different

ordinances together thinking that, you know, we’re better

than the other county.

SolthinktheState’sdoneaverygood job, and

I’m sure next year they’ll cate out with what’s

appropriate.
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And I sean I drive by these oil fields every

day, and I’ve heard sore of these people complain about

the air and the water.

Well, I drink the water there, I breathe the air

there, I fans four or five miles north of the oil field,

so I would say that I’m an expert in that fact that I see

what happens out there every day.

And they’re a big portion of our casnunity.

I sean nobody really knows where San Ardo is if

you ask then except they drive by it on 101, so it’s nice

that the Supervisors recognize it.

We have a -— a great asset here in Monterey

County.

And the oil companies, they don’t like to come

out and, you know, tell people what they’re doing, just

like the fanrers don’t. We like to be left alone at what

wedo. W&reproudofwhatwedo.

And we also have families. I heard sate

gentleman say “Well, we need to think about the next

generation of their grandkids and our grandkids And I

have kids too, so I take usIrage with that because if I

didn’t believe in it, then I would, you know, do

sanething different, but I sean my kids were raised

around there, and they’ve had no problems at all either,

so ——
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And I think the one thing that we need to leave

fran today is that we do have a process. We don’t always

agree on how it works, but I think that satetises the

State, you know, can core in and say “This is the way it

needs to be done,” and the County needs to listen to what

the State says and say “Okay. We agree with it. You

have the experts. We don’t.”

Iind one other thing I think you need to realize

too is maybe that energy drives everything. If you look

around this roan today, we have all this technology, and

without energy, it wouldn’t be here.

So it’s kind of like they want to go hack to the

stone age.

And I think energy has really improved our

lifestyles, especially in the State of California.

If you go hack into the 1800s to today, we have

done a lot with energy, and energy wants to be a part of

our camnunities.

So I think when you decide about this in the

future, I think maybe saietiines you need to go hare and

close your eyes and say “You know what? Energy does fuel

America, and I’d rather have this energy in my backyard

than having sate -- sate terrorist say ‘Well, we’re going

to take it away fran you, and we’re going to change your
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lifestyle’” because we would not have the courage to

stand up for our convictions.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: Mr. Velasquez, Mary Orradre, and

then Lonnie Ratliff.

JOSE VELASQUEZ: Good afternoon.

My name is Jose Velasquez.

I am an attorney in Salinas, I’m a 40-year

resident of Monterey County, and I’m here for the court

I — that is, the Board of Supervisors.

I did listen to the report from the State.

I believe at this point in tine, the State is

doing its job I believe fran surface down, and County has

jurisdiction fran the surface up.

My upbringing, I was a —- I was out there on the

picket line fighting against pesticides, fighting against

growers, fighting against various things.

Life experiences have taught no that not

necessarily if you’re a grower or fanner, it’s a bad

thing ‘cause now we have family neabers that are growers

and farmers.

As a netter of fact, I’m a certified pesticide

advocator (inatxlible).

Okay. The other thing is we live in Monterey

County, one of the jewels of the Pacific. We have
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agriculture, we have the environrexitalists, and we have
the hospitality industry. We respect all the various

people, but I’m here to speak as an individual and
give -- give you a little of the Latino perspective.

For those of us that ca fran the other side,

work in the fields, we need the support of the various
people.

We -- all in this County, and no matter what
industry, oil is the black blood that makes this --

the -- the engine of this County work.

We need -— I am not here for fracking, certainly
I’m not here for a muratorium, but I can tell you that we
need to continue working, keep our options open, and to
just put up another layer for the sake of tting up
another layer, I think it’s a -= an exercise of futility.

So thank you very much.

I appreciate your tuna.
CHAIR SAT.JNAS: Thank you.

Mary Orradre, lonnie Ratliff, and then Ann

Myrie.

MARY ORRIiDRE: Good afternoon.

And thank you very much, Board of Supervisors,
for having this workshop.

I think we’re all finding it very, very
informative.
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And I’d like to say let’s be positive and not

negative. I’m tired of hearing “Ban this,” “Ban that,”

“Don’t do this,” “Don’t do that.”

Let’s look at what fracking is, what it has
done, and let’s eubrace the good part of it. Let’s make

it work, let’s make it safe, and I think SM certainly
addresses that, and I think it is incuirbent upon the
State to take the lead, not incumbent on various counties
because all of a sudden, you don’t have a consistent
regulation, and nobody knows what to do.

So that’s one of the reasons I would support
SM.

I have lived in San Ardo for alinast 50 years
now, coma October it will be 50 years, and the life is
great there, I’m —— but I’m not going to invite everybody
to cana because I like it the way it is.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: lonnie, then Ann Myrie, and then
Kevin Collins.

LONNIE RATLIFF: Good afternoon.
My nare is Lonnie Ratliff, and I work in the

San Aide Oil Fields.

The San Aide Oil Field is located in South
Wenterey County, has been operating responsibly for
nearly eight decades now and has provided hundreds of
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high paying jobs and is the largest contributor to the
property tax base and is a reliable and potentially
growing source of revenue in the County that the County
needs to support vital services for rev- -- residents.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALflS: Thank you.

Ann Myrie, Kevin Collins, and then Mike La8arre.
ARNMYRIE: Yes.

Ann Myrie frau San Azdo.

I am not a royalty owner, but I probably have
had an experience not many people have had because I’ve
had direct experience with the oversight capabilities of
the D, and I will say it’s a very professional
organization, a very knowledgeable organization, it has a
lot of enforcemant abilities, which are rather
intimidating.

You, on the County level, cannot hope to fund
the kind of mechanism, the knowledge, you won’t have the
enforcenant am that the [G has.

So I really question whether you want to go to
the local level with ordinances that will not change or
eliminate the use of petroleum products.

I think I —— I didn’t understand.
Was it Mr. Velasquez or Mr. Vel- — Velasco?
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It was just before me.

CHAIR SALINAS: Velasquez.

ANN MYRIE: But we have all evolved a lot, and I
would suggest to you probably not too many people walked
here, but 140 years ago, my great grandfather walked fran
Michigan to California to Wenterey County and decided
this is where he would like his family to live, and so he
walked back hone to Michigan, and he got his in-laws and
his sister-in-laws and his brother-in-laws, and my
grandfather was born here in MDnterey County.

West of you probably traveled on tires, on
aspialt, and I seriously doubt any of you would attend
this fleeting if you had to walk this distance.

But anyway, I am opposed to having County
ordinances that are -— might be considered.

I don’t think everybody’s thought about another
layer of bureaucracy.

We do see revenues, either royalty or taxes,
that counties and the State particularly collects a lot
of royalty revenues fran petroleum.

It will also -- could possibly result in job
22 loss.

23 The jobs in San Aide Oil Field pay on the kind
24 of a scale that you -- and people working for Wenterey
25 County experience, quite good jobs.
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And then every tine satethi.ng becares core

expensive, it affects the poorest anvng us. It is always

en- —— all these things are very elitist and negatively

inpact the poorest who have to buy fuel to go to work.

If the rest of us had to pay $10 a gallon to get here

today, we could have done that if we wished, but it’s not

easy for low inocnte folks who cannot afford higher

transportation costs.

I know my tirre’s up.

Thank you very much for listening.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Kevin and Mike LaBarre.

ANN MYBIE: Do you want sare (inaudible)

KEVIN LLINS: Good afternoon.

My nane is Kevin Collins.

I’m here to represent the Ventana Chapter of the

Sierra Club.

You received a letter frau us.

And I’m rather startled at the airvunt of

disinfonration that’s being distributed here in what’s an

informational neeting.

And one of the things I’d like to sort out is

that for instance, fracking has been proposed in nterey

County, and the Planning Ccnuission has so far
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recaruended that that well not be fracked yet.

1R — the GR draft that was taken around

in this County about a year and a half ago, I attended a

neeting, at that tine, LOGGR was proposing the discharge

of fracking fluid into open, unlined pits.

Now they’re talking about lined pits, but

everybody needs to understand that this regulatory

process is incredibly confused at the nu:sent.

You have, in your authority, an incredibly clean

and effective regulatory authority. It’s called

“zoning.”

Right now, as far as I understand it, oil

drilling is still an allowed use in high—density

residential zone districts.

Now, you could expand that zoning authority with

site standards and regulate this potential land use in

all kinds of ways, but the sirrplest way to handle this

initially is to adopt a utratorijan until you see what the

State of California actuaily does with its potential

regulatory authority.

The idea that the regulations will cone out

before the KIR is preposterous, for one thing.

Secondly, the idea that XGGR is inspecting all

these sites is also misunder- —- a misunderstanding.

They had the authority to do so. They accept

Fage lb
well drilling logs, and they can go out on a site and be

there when a fracking operation takes place, but they are

not obligated to do that.

So — and SB4 was not a regulatory bill.

One of — one of the things it did, which I find

quite renarkable, is it gave a landowner the right to sue

if he was poisoned because his well was contaminated.

Now, I would hope that the State of California

could do core to protect the public interest than offer

us the authority to go to court on our own dine to sue an

oil conpany.

And just keep this brief.

Fracking has been proposed in all kinds of

places in California.

The Sierra Club and Center for Biological

Diversity litigated saie Federal lands be allowed leases

that were being proposed.

We prevailed in that case, requiring the Federal

governnent to go back and do a proper environnental

assessnent.

They haven’t yet care back with that one yet.

So just to give you an idea of how much of a

floating target this is, no one knows whether fracking is

going to appear along Highway 101 or stay in San Ardo.

Of course they would frack the existing wells.
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It’s core speculative to go out and drill a new

hole and try it sceewbere else. It’s much core

expensive.

Anyway, I hope you’ll take the tine to adopt a

noratorium and certainly use your zoning authority.

Thank you very much.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Mike LaBarre, and then Steve Ecklund.

MIKE J1BARPE: I hope I heard you right.

Mike LaBarre --

CHAIR SALINAS: Yeah.

MIKE IABA1RE: Mike laBarre fran King City,

California.

The reason I’m here today is because this is an

issue that directly inpacts South County, and I’ve heard

a lot of people not frau South County express their point

of view.

I would encourage the Board of Supervisors to

hold off on any decision and continue looking for core

information and specifically do sare workshops in

San Ardo, King City, Greenfield, Gonzales and Soledad and

look at tines that are 6:00 o’clock so many of the people

can attend.

I had to stop work to get to this ireeting

because a lot of people in my area are very concerned.
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They’re concerned about what they’re hearing. They’re
concerned about their jobs.

Because what you talk about is ordinances and
moratoriums.

They see their children going to college. They
see paying their mortgage. They are concerned abbut the
lives that they’ve teen working very hard to build.

So definitely please look at bringing workshops
to our area to talk about this because it does affect us
more than any other part of nterey County.

And secondly, on a personal note, I have friends
who are young families. nterey County is a lot of
young, hard-working families just getting started, and
friends that I know personally that work in this field
would be devastated, their little children would be
devastated if they lost their jobs.

So I know there’s a lot of people that are

concerned about the envirorsnent, we all are, but really
what concerns me is families going to build their lives,
people keeping their jobs because that’s what matters in
our count- -- County and in our State.

So before any decision is made, I hope that
you’d still take plenty of tise and give South County
plenty of opportunity to give input because we’re
working, and it’s too hard to get to Salinas at 1:30
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cause it really takes a lot of tine to get there, so

we’re asking you to please core to us and talk to us.
CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

MINE 1?BARE: Thank you for your time.
CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you, Mike.

Steve Ecklund, Bud R-i-e-w-i-n-d, I think, and
then Ricky Cabrera.

STEVE EKLUND: Steve Ecklund here fran Salinas.
Thank you.

All the people have been talking say that there
is no fracking in t.knterey County, they’re saying, so how
does it hurt anybody if we put a moratorium on it?

If there’s nothing going on, you put a
moratorium on it, it’s not going to hurt anybody.

And we know that fracking causes earthquakes, we
know that it not only loses and wastes lots of water, we
know that it destroys the water so it can’t be used
again.

I go wash my car, the water will evaporate, go
up in the sky and one day will core down again as rain.

That stuff they use for fracki.ng just goes in,
mixes with the oil and stays there, never to be used
again.

And we have a definite shortage of water,
We certainly don’t need more earthquakes.
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So please, a moratorium in — you knew, a couple

of years, they figure out how to do the fracking, it
doesn’t hurt ancody, and there’s a real need for it, and—
they can do it without hurting stuff, then let’s take
another look at it, but right now, we know that it causes
earthquakes. We know that it destroys water.

And everybody here’s been in favor of fracking
says “We don’t really do any of it” — “We don’t do any
of it now,” so why bother?

Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: Bud here?
Bud?

Ricky Cabrera, then Mary Higgins.
BUD RINWERrZ: good afternoon, Board of

Supervisors.

My nane is Bud Riewertz fran Bradley.
Bradley hasn’t been mentioned yet today, so it

will be now.

We’re 12 miles south of San Ardo. I’ve watched
the — the oil fields develop there in San Ardo. I went
to the -- I went to high school with people that owned
mineral rights there that was alluded to earlier in the
conversation. We’ve had property in Hares Valley in our
family since 1862, and we’ve had it leased, and then it
was quitclaised for issues not -— not due to fracki.ng.
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We had an oil lease that was put in place here three
years ago.

The oil carpany was so frustrated with these
anti-fracking people that it was easier to quitclaim the
lease rather than spend the money to fight the legal
battles, whatever. The oil canpany was owned by two
40-year eirployees of Occidental, so they know the
petroleum business very well, they know exactly what’s
happening, and it’s easier to move on with their money to
saneplace else where they don’t have the issues every day
of harassment.

There’s wells down there presently now right
there north of the little town of Bradley that the well
is already in place, and it doesn’t pimp because of the
fact that — the threats that have been made against
then.

There’s three other wells out in our
18 neighborhood, Hares Valley, sane thing, the wells have
19 been put in place, the pimps are there, and they’re just
20 not going to put up with it.
21 I think it’s a -— just a downright disgrace when
22 there’s supposedly billions of oil there that can be
23 utilized by all of us whether you live in Manterey County
24 or wherever you live.
25 I do want to coisnend the gentleman here for his
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presentation. I think it was a very unbiased

presentation with sate good facts and sate good

theoretical data. I don’t think we have too many

geologists in the audience that can speak one way or the

other, and I want to catinend you on your presentation.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALP.S: Thank you, Bud.

Ricky Cabrera, Mary Higgins, and then Dteetrio

Pineda.

RICKY C1tBRER1: Good afternoon, Board of

Supervisors.

Thank you for allowing ma this tune to speak.

My name is Ricky Cabrera.

I’m a business owner here in the Manterey County

for the last four years.

I’m here representing a group of Maxican

business owners, and we’re very passionate. We’re very

passionate about our County. We really love our County.

This is where we want to live, this is where we want

to — we want to get married, this is where we wish that

our kids will cane back.

And -- and quite frankly, you know, I -- I don’t

understand the point of this (inaudible) beyond that

everybody is entitled to their opinion, but you know,

frankly, it’s covered by the State, plain and simple.

Page 83
They’ve got it covered.

We — we — I have no fear. I have no concern

about it.

I--Isortoffeellikewe’re——we’rehereto

discuss changing the speed limit on Highway 101.

You know what?

The State has it covered, but we need to hear

the meeting because everybody is entitled to their

opinion, and so be it -- so this is -- this is a meeting.

And regulations, restrictions, well, they’re not

needed.

If you own a business, you understand they cost

neney, they cost trcney, and that’s —— that’s -- that’s --

that’s not the correct way of doing business.

And I’m not here representing oil on behalf of

Chevron, and I’m not here on behalf of Ed Mitchell.

You know, I’m here as a — as a — as a group of

Naxican business owners that we -- we -- we love our

County, and we want to sove forward.

And so we just ask you to neve.

There’s no need for it, you know, truly.

The — the State isn’t going to be friendly to

fracking, and they’ve got it covered.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

And thank you for allowing ma to speak.

My name is Mary Higgins.

I ‘in born and raised in Manterey County.

The oil caipanies have stated over and over

again that they do not do fracking, they do not use acid

or cheaicals.

As a resident, I recamiiend an ordinance be

passed that states steam only, no acid, fracldng or

cheaicals on new wells or existing wells, steam only in

Ibnterey County again for new wells and exist±ig wells.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you, ma’am.

Deietrio Pineda, Paula Getzelaan, then Carla
Nasser.

DF4ETRIO PINEDPk: Okay. I -- I made a mistake.

I should have given those fliers earlier to
the —— to the Supervisors.

But I’m [ietrio Pineda.

I’ve been here since the fall of 1975 when I

started teaching here in Salinas City Eletentary School

District, so I consider Salinas my hate, and as such,

I -- I am very proud to be a citizen of Salinas.

However, I’m here speaking because I am also a
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master of the San Benito Rising which took issue with --

with oil caipanies to cane into a camirronity and -- and --

and -- and said -- told the camiunity that they were
going to frack.

Atanyrate, I-—Iwantto--Ijustwantto

pass these out to the Supervisors so that they can have
additional information.

The information the gentlenan gave concerning

fracking is good information.

However, it’s not enough information. He didn’t
mention all the chenicals that the frackers use. Over --

over 70 and 300 -— 300 of the chenicals that they use
are —— are dangerous.

We do know that -- that regulations don’t work.

If they worked, Tan Frantz fran Sha- --- Shafter

had — didn’t have to video the -- the frackers ex- --

getting rid of -- of contaminated water on the surface of

nether earth.

If -- if fracking was safe, we wouldn’t have had

the gentleran swallowed up by a sinkhole in Shafter in
2012.

Sothereis—there—-thereisalotof

information that was not shared.

I read a book in 1980 and -- when I was doing my
administrative credential called 1nocracy —— Education

DTI Court Reporting Solutions - Woodland Hills
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for a Deocratic Society. It was written by Dwayne

Campbell, and Dwayne Campbell basically said the vast

majority of the people of these United States of Airerica
suffer fran an illness called “paralysis of analysis.”

And to nm, it didu’t make any sense back then,

but it does now.

And -- and not -- I ‘in not saying that the people
fran the United States of Paerica are —— are un— —— not

able to analyze, but it makes it very, very hard when you
don’t have enough good information to ccmu up to a good

conclusion when you’re analyzing.

And I just challenge -- I challenge the oil

caipanies to give you the -- the correct information.

They haven’t done -- done it yet.

And one of the issues that I have with fraeldng

also is the arrount of water that it — it — it takes.
The Salinas Californian, about a week ago, had

an article. The naire of the article is “ga Droughts, a
Threat to Civilization,” and I think that if —— if we’re

going to allow fracking here in California, not even here

in !onterey, but even in California to occur, then

it’s — it’s —— I think —— I think we’re asking for big,

big problmns down the road.

People who live ——

CHAIR SALINAS: Okay. Can you suarsarize,

Dmretrio?
Page 87

Tise’s up.

DFPIO PINRD: People -- people who live --

who -- who live fracking are the ones that are suffering

the consequences.

I challenge the Supervisors to go to — to go to
Kern County and be there for a week so they can really,

reaily feel, taste and see what it is that’s going on.
We had a Saturday session. Juan Flores fran

Delano, California shared with us how a little girl that

was in school close to frackers eventually died fran -- I
don’t know. I want to say “fracking,” but I can’t
because I dont have the scientific proof that it — that
fracking caused it.

Thank you very much.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Paula, Paula Getzelman, then Carla sser, then
Judy Karas.

PAUlA GETZN: Good afternoon, Supervisors,

Whoops.

Good afternoon, Supervisors.

Before we -- before I start, I’d like to ask

Hr. Novo one question, if I could, to clarify sarething.

Dees the currently proposed rroratoriun include

steam injection or just acidization and fracking?

Page 88
CHAIR SALINAS: Mike, you can address that after

we conclude.

vineyard.

Go ahead --

PAUlA GETKKUWJ: Oh, okay.
CHAIR SALflS: -- with your question.

PAULA GTZE1cN: Fine.

As I stated, my nane is Paula Getzelman.
I live in Lockwood. We have a small family

If this fracking thing was just a minor dustup,
a he says-she says issue, this would be -- this would not
really be a necessary situation, but when it cares to
fracking, oil and gas carpanies say “We only need two
things to protect us,” their word that fracking and
acidizing is safe and the regulations provided by Senate
Bill 4.

Depending on how -- whan you believe, however,
the passage of — of SM gave us either the sost
progressive anti-fracking law in Arerica today or a wolf
in sheep’s clothing designed to pronote oil caipany
interests.

Considering the asunt of gutting that occurred
before SM was passed, I wonder whether we can ecpect
meaningful regulation.

Regulations are only as good as the enforcenent

mechanism, and if there’s no funding, there’s no
enforcmrent.
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You and your vote on the proposed two-year
noratorium represent our best hope for the safety of our
environment. It allows Use for studies to be conducted,
the results to be documented, and the consequences to be
understood.

When it cares to any controversial issue,
Nonterey County residents deserve truth, transparency,
regulation and enforcenent.

I believe allowing fracking without additional
information would be foolish.

Allowing tine to determine the facts by
approving the recamended two—year muratoriwn is both
smart and ethical.

Please, as you deliberate this issue, know that
those who elected you to protect our resources and our
future would rather be safe than sorry.

CHAIR SALINAS: Okay. Carla?

PAUlA Cl1ZEN: Can I get an answer?

CHAIR SALINAS: He - he’ll answer.

PAUlA GE1ZELKN: Oh, okay.

CHAIR SALINAS: We’re going to get through the
public conrrents.

They’re taking notes down.
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Carla sser, and then Judy Karas.

JASON RKTTEKER: Thank -- thank you, Chair.

I’m not Carla.

I’m Jason Retterer, but —— Retterer, but

she’s -— gave ne an opportunity to take her speaker card,

arid I have one later in the -—

CHAIR SALflS: Okay. So you want —

JASON RETI’EPER: — in the stack, yeah, and then

Carla can take mine.

Thank you.

I just have to leave.

Good afternoon, Chair and Meribers of the Board.

I thank the -- the Deparbrent of Conservation

and Mr. Marshall for taking the tire to educate the Board

and the public regarding SB4 and to thank staff for its

efforts in coordinating the workshop.

The Departnent of Con— -— Conservation,

specifically has been delegated the authority

under State law to super- — quote, “supervise the

drilling operation, maintenance and abandoment of

wells,” in other words, the — the Division decides what

rethod and how oil extraction is properly conducted

throughout the State.

This makes sense to avoid a patchwork of

regulation and potentially inconsistent regulatory

inportant resource.

These are issues that agriculture in our County

is dealing with every day being pulled in different

directions from Departrent of Fish and -- Fish and

Wildlife, the Regional Water Quality Control Board.

We don’t need that kind of inconsistent

regulation.

In fact, as early as 1976, the California

Attorney General concluded that the Public Resources Code

preelpts local regulation of certain phases of oil and

gas develorent to pennit the State to conserve, protect

and prevent waste of those resources while simultaneously

encouraging -- encouraging the ultimate recovery of then.

SB4 now has amended the Public Resources Code to

impose specific regulatory requirements on well

stimulation activity to insure the activity is conducted

in a manner that is protective of the environment.

Solwouldurgethe--theCountytorespectthe

Division’s exclusive regulatory authority over well

stimulation, the extensive regulations that the Division

is developing pursuant to 5B4, and to avoid the political

ten- -— teaptation of enacting its own local regulation

that this County frankly has no expertise to isplenent.

Thank you very much.

Page 92
CHAIR SAI.flAS: Thank you.

Judy Karas, arid then I think it’s Karen Arujo

and then Carla Masser, if she’s still here.

JUDY KARAS: I am a bit nervous, but --

My father Sam Karas was on the Board of

Supervisors, and a lot of this would have gone over his

head, but because he worked for a neat cunpany, he would

have understood that inspection is very inportant because

they do inspect ireat that cs in to neat ccmpanies, but

they don’t always know what’s in it. They do inspect it

for freshness, but when they’re doing inspections, and if

you’re testing for water, it’s inportant that you know

what you’re looking for.

I have just finished reading Tons River, which

won the Pulitzer Prize last year for non-fiction. It was

about Tons River, New Jersey where they had a dye

factory, and at this dye factory, they were polluting the

water. It brought in jobs, it brought in millions of

doilars, but in the end, the state had to pay $20 million

to settle the pollution costs, and children died, and it

wasn’t really satething that was beneficial in the long

run.

We live in an area, .bnterey County, that has

their food, many of them vegetables that feed the world,

and we’ve got to be concerned about what is happening.

chemicals.

I have a concern for the disclosure of
Page 93

When you said that the chemicals would be

disclosed, where will it be posted in advance?

How much time in advance?

Can landowners who live nearby object to their

proposed wells after they find out what the chemicals

are?

Where will the public find out this?

It really wasn’t said in detail.

And how are they going to test for underground

chemicals that will be brought up by fracking?

I am in favor of a nuratoritmi on hydraulic

fracturing in the State and the County.

The State was woefully behind in regulations.

They did a study from both college -- the law

school that said California was really behind, it was in

2012, but only recently has IXXGR held these hearings.

I’m grateful for the opportunity to give input,

and I want to read one thing that I think will show that

w&re not just mitional people, there are very informed

people.

The National Institute of Health recently

published a report that looked at frackirig at every stage

of the process and determined it posed a range of health
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requirements on the developient of this critically1
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endangering pollutants from leaks, poor wastewater

manageaent and the release of toxic chemicals into the
air and water around fracking sites nationwide.

Ask the pecple In the Eagle Ford site down in

Texas. You can ask people back east.

I just saw “Backyard,” which was a finn that was

done, the ntana wilderness (inaudible) showed last

Saturday night at The State Theater.

If you see that film, you will think twice about
fracking in our beautiful County.

Thank you very much.
CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Carla?

Is Carla here?

Did she leave?

CARLA MESS: Good afternoon, Board of

Supervisors.

I too want to thank you for holding this session
and for Mr. Marshall coming to give an informative ——

informative information on an inportant regulation that’s
in effect right now.

The esorgency regulations were put in effect on
January 1.

Today, oil caipanies are held accountable to if
they cannot prove that there is groundwater below then,

Page 95
thentheyhavetohave—orifthey-—ifthereis
groundwater below thee when they’re doing a hydraulic
fracturing process, they imist have a groundwater

ronitoring plan in place. That — they cannot get their

permit until such tine that that is done.

The other thing is they also have to have

concurrence from the Regional Water Quality Control
Board.

So those are two imiportant facts that I don’t
know that everyone here has really pointed out, and I
just want to make sure that it’s clear that oil companies
are held accountable to those regulations today, the
emergency regs are in place, sore stringent regulations
will care effect July of 2015, and we look forward to —-

to seeing those regs as they care out.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALflS: Thank you.

That is my last speaker form.

I will ask one miore time if there’s anyone else,
you’re limited to three minutes.

NARY LYNCH DUNLER: My name is Mary Lynch

Dunler, and I’ve lived in real nterey County for
33 years.

My son, who was born and raised here, is over
(inaudible) he’s in the Navy, so I’m speaking on his

behalf.
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I’m also speaking out of great respect for my
father, who was a farmer. I had the privilege of beinc
born on a farm, raised by a very wise and loving father
and fanrer. My dad was also a strong Republican leader.
He was also a chamber of ccmmaerce president.

I’m very proud of my heritage.
I disagree with sate of what’s been said that

this is representing the farm community because I have
many relatives and friends who are involved in

agriculture either as fanrers or in ag irrigation and
other businesses.

None of those has expressed a support for
fracking.

I think the biggest issue why I’m here, and like
everody else, I have plenty of other concerns and
volunteer work and work to do, but why I’m here is
because water is sore precious than oil.

I really cannot accept the fact that there’s no
risk to our water.

We already have sore than enough challenges for
water in nterey County.

Maybe it’s because I’m not a Derecrat, but I
don’t like leaving it up to Sacramento and Washington to
decide these things for us that so directly iiipact us

locally.
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I would love to see our Board of Supervisors
take a finn stand, put a soratorium in place cxi fracking
in nterey County.

As far as the specifics of Mr. Marshall”s
presentation, which I certainly appreciate your tine
and -- and bringing that information forward, sate of the
things that stood out for so were reeenber in the first
lines talking about the (inaudible) other cauments about
make sure there’s no conduit.

Those things really concern ire because of
earthquakes.

That wasn’t really mentioned.

I think another issue was operators monitoring
the water quality.

I have no confidence about that.

Think about B?, again.

And as far as all the various chemicals, the
public health impact I think is a very strong, strong
issue to consider and who will benefit and who will pay.

We are roving away fran fossil fuels, and my
church is (inaudible).

My daughter was in Texas recently, and she care
hate and said “Gosh, iran,” she said, “in our church
parking lot, I see more hybrid and electric cars than I
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did in all of Texas.”

(Inaudible) when we were in college in the ‘70s

we thought we’d all be driving (inaudible) by now.

We’re not, but we are soving away fran fossil

fuels.

fracidng.

So let’s look at the long range when we consider

As a Christian, I feel, too, it’s a stewardship

of the earth. This is a really irrportant thing. It’s

part of my faith.

Other issues we rentioned, educating the public

whether or not —

Look at my notes here if I can make sense of it

that says here.

If — it —— it said “Educate the public that

there’s no fracking in Manterey county.”

So if there’s no fracidng, why -- why do we need

to worry about a soratorium then?

Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Karen Hoover.

Karen?

And then Mayor Huerta.

KAR HVER: Good afternoon Mr. Chair,

Supervisors.
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I’m representing the Unitarian universalist

social justice group Faith in Action.

I’m not the only one in that group, and you have

heard many of our positions echoed today throughout the

connsunity fran various organizations.

My concern today on this matter is water and

preserving the good jobs we have in this region around

agriculture, a multi-billion dollar industry.

That’s not news to you.

Water is a finite resource, so anything we do

that impacts water goes right to the top of my list.

As you may be aware, there’s existing State law
that puts this as a priority, and that is the lumen right

to water that was signed into law by Governor Brown in

Septeaber, a year and a half ago, and it requires that

every agency consider the impact to water before setting

new regulations.

So there may be existing law that is relative

to -— that —— that is relevant here.

I would ask you to consider that.

I’m also care -- I —— I’m also concerned, as a
lifelong resident of this county, of being a good steward
of the funds we have here.

So let’s wait. Let’s wait and find out what

find out what there is at stake here.
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In two years, no problen.

What is the cost of waiting two years to take

action on this?

There are other seans of providing jobs to folks

in this area.

questions.

There are other neans of extracting oil.

This is not the only way.

And there are a lot of questions, serious

So let’s just wait, shall we?

Water is a finite resource,

When it is rendered unusable due to an accident,

well-intentioned practices that go wrong, there is no way
to capture that water to make it affordable, drinkable,

usable for human use or for growing our food supply.

That is sore important.

Please keep that in iai.nd, and please consider a
noratorium on this.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Mayor John Huerta.

NAYOR JOHN UUER]A: Thank you for this

opportunity.

First I would like to thank the Board -- the
County Board of Supervisors providing for this -- this
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civil society opportunity that you are entertaining with

your guest fran the Departint of Conservation,

Mr. Marshall. I appreciate that.

The workshop you axe hosting today, it’s great

that you are providing an open and transparent workshop

here at the -- at your chaabers.

As a South County mayor, I am concerned that

adding a new policy recanTendations in regards to a

possible soratorium on oil fracking fran your Planning

Carmission could quite possibly have adverse effects on

precious jobs in South Manterey County resulting in
negative effects to my canmmity, we feel to the entire
South tbnterey County.

There are local residents in my city that work

at the San Ardo Oil Fields and within those oil refinery
coepanies that exist and operate there.

That is a leading concern of mine as your — as
your Planning Camnission ponders new policies in regards

to well stimulation, oil fracking in nterey County.

I will rerain con- -- consistent in my position
on this issue and state that SB4 at this tine is a

sufficient regulatory law that will becane permanent in
2015 in regards to envirorsrental safeguards and exact

regulations of well stimulation.

Again, thank you for this opportunity.
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CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you, Mayor.

Okay. That concludes -- well, Mike Bernal. One

mere here. Mike Bernal.

NINE BERNAL: Thank you, Board.

I’m not prepared.

I thought !nny Garoza was going to be here

today.

I’m representing Manterey County Cattlemen’s,

and we’ve had ntverous meetings where we totally oppose
any meratoriisn on -- on any frac)dng.

It’s a property right, and we hold those very

dearly.

at science.

And I hope when you do consider this, you look

And the one lady frc Clean Food and Air said

satething about a sexually transmitted disease if you
allow fracking.

You know, that’s -- there’s too many scare

tactics, you know.

So I’d just like to get on record that we oppose

any soratorium.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALflS: Thank you, Mike.

That’s Mike Bernal.

n Christer, Christensen, Christian.
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IX)N CHESTERMAN: 1km Chestennan.

CHAIR SALINAS: Chesteien.

LXt CHESTN: First of all, I want to thank

all of the County Supervisors for their listening skills.
I’ve not attended a neeting before, and it’s a

tougher job than I had assumed, watching this.

The other thing was I wanted to mention a little

concern about sate of the information that was given out

because the presentation was very informative, and it
stated that there was no fracking in iterey County and
that the geology was such that there wouldn’t be, hot
then the people catting up have sort of given me the
indication that fracking is iminent in San Arâz, that
the wells are probably about through with producing
without it, and that’s just the inpression that I got
fran hearing the people frau down there.

The next thing was — that I want to mention was
the finances and -- and the -- certainly the cost that it
would be to the County, which is an inportant job that

you have.

And I wanted to mention on a personal note that
nine years ago, I’m a retired teacher, I put solar on my
house, 38 panels.

And as you know, in the last nine years, things
have gotten mere efficient, and I had a -- one kid meve
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out that had a couple of cariputers running all the tine,
and so I had extra electricity, and two years ago, I
bought an electric vehicle, a Nissan Leaf, and they put a
new meter in, so it’s real easy to keep track. In the
last two years, I put 22,000 miles on the car, and I’ve
got 1,100 kilowatt hours that I’ve produced in addition
to what the house uses and what the car uses, and that’s
the only place I recharge the car.

So the fact that, you know, oil is our only
source of energy I think is sort of unrealistic that we
are meving in that direction, and I —- I also have
feeling that we should have a meratorium for two years,
and I hope that you pass it.

Thank you for your tine.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Malissa I).iflock.

MELISSA WFLK: Good afternoon.
Thank you for the chance to speak.

My name is Malissa Duflock, and I’m frau
San Ardo.

And I don’t think that we should add another
layer of ordinances upon ordinances upon ordinances, and
I don’t think we should do a noratoritmt, and just because
there’s no fracking in Manterey County, it’s like what’s
the harm? let’s pass it anyway.
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Well, if you look at sate of the ordinances that

have been passed in -- or that are going in front of the
voters such as San Bonito County, their initiative says
it’s anti—fracking, but then when you look in the
definitions of high intensity petroleum operations,
enhanced recovery systeuts, they all include steam

injection.

So if scatething like what is in front of the
voters in San Benito County were to go through in
nterey County, it would shut down the San Arcb Oil
Fields, absolutely.

It is not an anti—fracking initiative.
It’s anti-oil extraction.

One thing that Mr. Marshall said earlier was he
mentioned that because San Ardo has reverse omtsis
plants, that we put 50,000 barrels of water per day back
into the recharge through settling ponds.

And also, Chevron is currently delivering water

in Bakersfield through the -- I’m going to say this
wrong, probably, Cawelo Water District. They’re
providing water for agriculture in Bakersfield.

And so my thought to sleep on tonight is what
can we do with the oil ccmpanies in the middle of a
drought to get mere water into our recharge?

Thank you.
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CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Nina, Nina Veety.

NINA VrY: My nane is Nina Veety.

I also understand there’s sose contusion.

We’re not talking about oil production.

We’re talking about fracking.

And Mr. Novo said earlier that there are

actually low levels of fracking in Nonterey County.

That’s the staterent. There was a limited aunt of

fracking here.

SB rules have sate flaws in them that were

pointed out at the hearing as far as reporting.

It’s only after the cessation of a well

treabnent that an operator is required to say what he

actually put down the well, and he has 60 days to do

that.

There’s other issues like that.

Ccxmients made about transportation and getting

here to the hearing, we all know what happened in

Los Angeles with the ripping out of the train lines by the

extent fran the oil industry.

There was also a great railroad that went

through the Santa Czuz Weuntains to San Jose from

Santa Cruz.

The oil industry is responsible for that tunnel
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being dyoamited and the cars, all the cars on Highway 17.

The CCST report, I am astounded to hear that

they are actually going to be doing the study.

I have experience with CCST.

This is an industry, government and university

with government funding and industry funding connected

group. It’s an appointed group just like the CPUC, and

if you’ve been following the PUC controversies, you know

how reliable that group is for actually protecting the

public.

When they did a report on smart meters, there

were technical flaws, basic scientific flaws in the CCST

report, so if they’re in charge of doing the independent

study, they are not independent.

We’re indeep trouble as far as gettinga

scientific evaluation.

When I hear the words “sound science,” I know

I’m talking to the industry.

This is fran a fonrer Federal industry official

who wrote about all the caipanies that work on doing

product liability defense, and one of their -- their

terms is “sound science.”

They also use many other terms. They talk about

ention a lot and fear-nngering from the public, and

and it’s -- they have a -- a —- a playbook, and it
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appears that the Chamber of Ccmrerce and other industry

officials in the -- in the Mznterey Peninsula and the

l.nterey County are using those tools.

Chevron, I just think you should talk to the

people in the Amazon aheut Chevron being such a good

corporate citizen.

They’ve destroyed the — the -- the land, the

water down there.

And trust Sacranento?

Con- -- I -- I -- you must be kidding.

Conflicting rules?

A ban is really simple.

There’s no conflict.

It’s just no.

And budget cuts for enforcement, you can say all

you want about current enforcement levels, but we all

know what budget cuts do to levels of staff to do

enforcement, and they keep cutting and cutting and

cutting, so what’s here today as far as enforcement,

sarebody watching over, can be gone taixrrow.

And finally, I’d like to say ask the people of

Sinii Valley if they trust Sacrairento. Ask them what

happens when an industry moves in, and they start doing

testing, they start doing something that brings jobs, and

then they leave, and they find out that not only their
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grounchqater’ s contaminated —

CHAIR SALINAS: (Inaudible) your tise’s up.

NINA VgETY: —- but their air and their soil

with, in their case, radioactive waste, perchlorate and

fuel -- jet fuels, and then they find out that the State

agencies responsible for protecting than are actually

working with industry to keep any cleanup fran happening.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

NINA VEETY: That can happen here.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALflS: Justin Salters, and then Don

King.

JUSTIN SALTS: Good afternoon, Supervisors,

and thank you for the opportunity to speak for you.

I’m here speaking as a -- a representative of

Chevron, which operates the -- as a portion of the eighth

largest oil field in California in San Arcb, California.

It’s actually one of the very few fields in the State

that’s growing in production and that has seen tremendous

growth over the past decade, and that growth has taken

place without hydraulic fracturing, and there are no

plans for hydraulic fracturing to take place in the

San Ardo Field.

San Ardo has a wonderful sandstone reservoir

that lends itself to very effective production when

1—800—826—0277
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steam—enhanced oil recovery is used, both cyclic steaming

and continuous thenral injection.

The idea of thinking that because wells may be
producing less we’re going to go in and hydraulicaily
fracture then is like ire saying that I need a four-wheel
drive vehicle to get down 101 mere quickly to our offices
in San Ardo.

It makes absolutely no sense, the science

doesn’t back it up, and there are no plans for us to do
that.

I also wanted to make a casrent about disclosure
of chenicals as part of the SB4 regulations that IX)GGR

and the Department of Conservation are developing --

developing.

Disclosure is something that is a very important

topic, and it’s worth noting that disclosure is required
prior to the issuance of permits. It’s now required as a
portion of us going into and subsitting for application.

So the idea is that you’re going to be able to
go ahead and put anything you want into the ground and
then three mentha afterwards roll out of town and report
scarething as the public begins to see negative impacts,

that is inisfounded, that —— that’s not correct, and just
encourage you to continue on the quest for the correct

infonration, engaging with the regulators, the folks who
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are writing the rules in Sacramento who are working to
make sure they understand it.

Again, rely on the tedmical expertise.

Thank you very much for your time.

CHAIR SAI.IHAS: Thank you, Justin.

Den King.

BARBARA JOYCCI4: Thank you, Board of

Supervisors.

Bathara Joycos fran the Prunedale area here in
this County.

I have —— I just want to make an observation of

this meeting that occurs all across this country.

You know, we have a group that are appealing for
the caimunity, preservation, humanity, health and
weilness, and then we have a whole other segment that’s
for money, jobs at any cost, just short term do what we
have to do, make this — get our oil, get — destroy our
water if we have to, just do that because it’s in front
of us.

And you know, I just think -- I just saw the
Roosevelt (inaudible).

Nothing’s changed.

And this very difficult thing of derocracy and
capitalism is all about those with power and money and
those without.
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So those of us who appeal fran a humane thing

are erotional and not infored and not intelligent, and
the people with the money happen to be intelligent and
informed and have the right facts.

It’s just an amazing observation that isn’t new,
but we seen to operate as though it doesn’t exist.

So I just want to say that if -- I agree with
the three last ladies that spoke, and so they said what I
would have said, but the thing is you can’t discount our
differences in values.

We either have a value —

And we’re not asking to go back to the stone
age.

We’re asking to preserve what we have.
With the climate change we — with all of the

problems we have in this world that we want to continue
to do things short term and destroy and say it’s oh,
money, we have to do this because it’s money, and the --

also the implication is that it’s only political if it’s
on one side, but the people with the money and the power
aren’t political.

To say the State is not political and that we
should all just agree, and people just gave facts that --

where the State has been wrong.

They’re not right just because they’re State and
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elite and have money, and the people on the other side
are not just stupid and have the wrong ideas.

So thank you.

CHAIR SALIHAS: Kristina Chavez Wyatt.

KRISTINA CHAVEZ WYATI: Good afternoon,

Supervisors.

My name is Kristina Chavez Wyatt, and I’m the
executive director of the San Benito County Business
Council, I’m a nrer of the San Benito and nterey
County Farm Bureaus and past Chair of the Central Coast

Young Farmers and Ranchers, rber of California Wcsnen

for Agriculture, Salinas Valley and nterey Peninsula

Chashers of Cairrerce. I’m also the wife of a wine grape

grower with operations based in Gonzales and Canrel

Valiey.

Thank you very much for your tire today.
I want to bring forth just a -- a few facts that

I think it’s important to discussion.

Regarding hydraulic fracturing, it’s said
several times today it’s not used, proposed or planned in

San Benito or nterey Counties because quite frankly,
it’s not the appropriate technology to extract the oil
and gas that we have in our carmunity due to our unique
geology.

Hydraulic fracturing is a one- to two-, often
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several—hour long one—time process that allows a well to

produce often for decades.

The asount of water that’s utilized to stimulate

a well is about half of an acre foot of water, about

one-fifth the size of an Olympic-sized swimning pool or

half of what it takes to water a golf course in one day.

The State’s Division of Oil and Gas and

Geothenial Resources has doubled its staff to review

permits and Inspect facilities paid 100 percent by fees

that are produced by the industry.

In fact, the Division of Oil and Gas is in the

final stages of approving new regulations for Senate

Bill 4, the most sweeping -- sweeping regulations of

fracking and well stimulation in a country and industry

that has adjusted operations to ccmply with the law and

all of the transparency that provides, thankfully.

Hydraulic fracturing fluids are 99 percent water

and .5 percent sand, the rest being cheeicals found in

everyone’s house in makeup, ice cream to the sre kind of

chesicals we use to clean and treat swimmd.ng pools and

our -- and also to work in our ag- —- agriculture water

fields. We also routinely put hyd- — hydrochloric acid

in swiniuing pools and let our kids swim in thee.

Hydraulic fracturing fluid minus the sand is

clean enough to drink, being 99 percent water.
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The Governor of Colorado did just that to prove

that scares to health risk are silly.

The Governor, a Democrat, as myself, is also a

geologist and has fracked wells himself, so he

understands the process.

In regard to greenhouse gas enissions, hydraulic

fracturing is helping to tap the country’s abundance of

clean natural gas reserves, which has also reduced desand

for sore polluting energy resources, such as coal.

In fact, the U.S. Energy Secretary has stated

that we’re about halfway to the President’s goal to cut

greenhouse gas anissions about half of what -- is because

of substitution of natural gas for coal In the power

sector.

A baseless ban in California will not only

jeopardize the energy independence and billions of

revenue for our schools, police, transportation and other

key programs, again, it’s the highest property tax

generator here in California, the oil -- the oil industry

is, sorry, here in l4nterey County, but also lead to

hysteria in other states and jeopardize natural gas

production and greenhouse gas reduction nationwide.

Finally, according to President Obama’s

administration, natural gas produced through hydraulic

fracturing has led to massive reductions in greenhouse

DTI Court Reporting Sol
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gas anissions, and natural gas replaces goal -- coal at

our power plants.

Thank you very much.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

That is my last speaker form, so I will now, if

there -- unless there is scsmebody burning to ads

scrething new, you can do it now ‘cause I am going to
close public cant.

on up.

Anybody else queue up so that we can wrap this

up, and then we’ll hear fran --

IXtI KING: I -- I put in a speaker form.

Perhaps it hasn’t arrived up there.

CHAIR SALINAS: Yeah.

What —

JK.ING: Myname --mynaire isGonKingand-

CHAIR SALINAS: Oh, yes.

I had called it a bit -—

IXt4 KDG: Oh, I’m sorry.

CHAIR SALINAS: Sanebody got ahead of you.

Go ahead, Don.

Xt4 KING: Thank you.

I -- I’m a physician, retired pediatrician.

I didn’t cone here today with a prepared

statreent, but upon listening to these camnents, I just
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felt like I had to say samething.

The topic I wanted to address is what’s called

the “precautionary principle in medicine.” It’s

sonetimnes known as first do no harm.

I’d like to give two examples frau medicine that

I have sane personal knowledge of.

Sane years ago in the apple industry, a chemical

was discovered that would help if only added to the apple

trees, make the apples all drop in a coordinated fashion

to make it easier to harvest the apples.

Find they thought it was a very benign chemical,

but it turnedup tobeinthe apple juice, and it turns

out when children drink this, it — it was found to be a
carcinogen.

It was a simple econanic advantage to help than
harvest the apples, but the long-term consequences are

there were children getting cancer because of it.

It’s subsequently been banned.

Another precautionary principle, I actually

testified before the County Supervisors approximately

25 years ago, so it’s perhaps before the tern of anyone

here, there was an agricultural permit request to spray

strawberry crops in Castroville with an organiam that was

deemed to be very safe that the theory was would prevent

frost damage to their strawberries, and I subaitted an

utions — Woodland Hills
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article from the New England Journal of Medicine where a
similar spraying of -- considered a very safe organism
done in the San Francisco Bay Area to try and detemine
wind drift in the studies when they were trying to
detennine what would happen fran nuclear war and nuclear
fallout, and then they subsequently found out that these
organisms were giving into heart implants when they
started doing open heart surgery in the Bay Area.

So these are just two exanples of where
scxtething that the scientific conlTnmity said would be
very safe turned out to be not so safe.

So in the field of mudicine that -- with the
concept of first do no hare, we have another saying that
says you spend your health to gain your wealth, and then
you spend your wealth in a hopeless effort to regain your
health, and that cau- — cautionary principle would say
first do no harm.

We hear it sounds like two groups of people
talking right past each other.

On the one hand, the speakers stood up and said
“We aren’t doing fracking, we will never do fracking,
it’s physically impossible to do fracki.ng here, so why
bother with a iratoriuni?”

Well, if —— if the rroratoriuin won’t stop doing
sanething you’re never going to do, then why not pass it

Page 119
until we have a chance to study it and re- -- maybe
reduce sate of the entions involved.

Thank you.

SITh9ISOR A1MFWrA: Okay. Supervisor Salinas,
that’s what happens when you go two and a half hours
without a break, so he’ll — he’ll return nuxentarily.

So we’ll go ahead and take the newt speaker.
JEff TAYLOR: Thank you very such, Supervisors,

County Counsel (inaudible).

My namu is Jeff Taylor.

generation.

I grew up in the Salinas Valley here, fifth

I don’t think my great-great-grandfather walked
across the country, but -- I think he rode in a wagon,
but we do have deep roots in this Valley. I grew up in
an agricultural family.

And -- and water is precious. It’s infinite. I
muan it’s finite. We only have so much of it,

Inthel95O—— ‘6oswhenlwasayoungchild, I
used to watch the news with my parents, and I renrber
seeing rivers on fire because of the pollution we had
across our country, especially in the Midwest and in the
auto industry in the 1troit area.

But guess what?

We inplnented regulatory processes to clean

DTI Court Reporting Sd
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those rivers up, clean up those industries, and we have a
significantly cleaner world today and Amurica today than
we did in the ‘60s.

Iusedtodrive—IstilldrivethrcughL.A.
all the tire.

I can see hundreds of feet in front of mu,
thousands of feet in front of mu, even on the worst of
days when you could hardly see the car in front of you,
the smug was so bad.

We are doing a much better jcb today of
regulating our processes, regulating the pollution that
we’ve caused in the past, and I believe that we have
learned sate trextendous lessons.

And I think that our -- we have to have sane
faith.

Even though we ccuplain about the Republican
ackninistra- -- the Republican Congress or the Dexnecratic
Senate, or in our case, in the State of California, we
have a t)emucratic Senate and a !execrat Asserbly, and we
have a Denccratic Governor, hence, we have an SB4.

We have primarily Denocrats in the House and the
Senate and on the head — head chair, and you’re — and
I’m led to believe by one side here in this roan that
those regulatory processes aren’t prudent enough, that
they’re not deep enough, that they’re not severe enough

Page 121
to protect our waters?

I find that bard to believe.
Yeah, people can get bought off.
Yes, people have been bought off.
I’ve heard BP thrown around a couple tires

today.

Those were regulatory processes that weren’t
followed through, and there was bribery. There was
supposed to be a double-check valve, and there wasn’t a
double-check valve. That’s why we had the BP accident.

It wasn’t because petroleum industry was doing
scsething crooked.

It was a bad regulatory process.
Sol—lexiphasizethe factthatweneedto

have good regulations, and I believe this S84 is a good
regulation.

Maybe it could be improved.
Great.

Then let’s improve it. Let’s work on it, and
Let’s improve it.

I’ve heard about tertiary wells, steam
injection --

CHAIR SALINAS: Start wrapping up, Mr. Taylor.
JEFF TAYLOR: Huh?

CHAIR SALINAS: Start wrapping up.
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Your three minutes are up.

JEff TAYLOR: Geez.

I have a concern that with this fracking

ordinance, I didn’t know that’s what this was

specifically about, but with a fracking ordinance, and

being two years, you’re going to shut the door on

potential opportunities becoming an energy econ- -— an

energy econ- -- rore of an energy economy here in

bnterey County.

CHAIR SALINAS: Okay.

JEFF TAYLOR: Today, if we were to — if —

if — if the ordinance, if it was in place, and the

ordinance was interpreted to be aggressive developsent of

well stiizlation, and it included steam injection —

CHAIR SALINAS: Yeah.

Wrap it up. Wrap it up, sir.

JEFF TAYLOR: -- then -- then oil wells would be

shut down here.

That’s a huge tax revenue.

You lose tax revenue, you lose jobs, you

increase welfare and goverruInt support, and where is

that tax base going to core from to pay for that extra

welfare?

Thank you very such.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

Page 123
Okay. last call.

Anyone else burning to add sarething to it, to

the discussion here?

Okay. Second call.

Third call.

I am going to close the public ccextent portion,

bring it back for our County and JR.

You heard a series of maybe sare questions,

potentially, that were asked there that you could

address.

We’ll start with you, Mike.

MIKE RDVO: Yes.

Actually, we have quite a list of questions both

on the slips and from the testinuny, so maybe I’ll

address a couple of thee that are really not

1XX—related issues.

Now, sare has to do with land use versus what

the State can regulate.

So we do have a strong regulatory authority both

at the State level with CGR on the down bole of below

surface operations, we have groundwater rights, we have

disposal regulations at the State level.

What we are dealing with here at the County is

justlanduse. Wehavewhatwecan--whatwecan

address on the zoning level or what we can address as far

1—800—826—0277
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asroadinpacts, things li) that, butwedonothavethe

authority and do not seek the authority to address the

down hole regulations.

That —— that is CCGGR’s role, and we not only

need to stay out of it, we want to stay out of it because

we don’t need two layers of regulations on that.

I think what I’ll start with is first just going

through sate of the list of carcents and sate, of_the

questions I got frau the speakers.

One had to do with earthquakes, and there was

sate talk that earthquakes are a known catredity with

fracking.

I’d like Mr. Marshall to address that.

.ThSCt4 NARSHALL: Absolutely.

Mr. Chairuan, Board ers.

What has been observed in the pest with regard

to seismicity and due seismicity and hydraulic fracturing

has not been tied to the specific act of the hydraulic

fracturing.

Rather, it’s been tied to the injection of water

that is produced back.

In other parts of the nation where large voluses

of water are used, and they are injected into formations

that don’t already have water in thee, you’ll recall in
my presentation that I indicated that California oil

Page 125
fields are 95 percent water—ish, 90, 95 percent water,

and that water needs to be reinjected, when one adds

hydraulic fracturing fluid to that, it siaply increases

increrentally, at best, the areunt of water that then

needs to be managed in California.

P.S -_ as I started to say, earthquakes

associated with hydraulic fracturing actually are not
associated with the practice of fracturing.

They’re associated with the disposal of that

wastewater.

When the water is injected into formations, and
it increases that foneation’s pore pressure above its --

its native capacity, if there are faults there, they can

actually be triggered, and that is what has been observed

is wastewater disposal that has -- has caused hydraulic

fracturing.

In Oklahoma, there is sate question about

whether it’s wastewater or whether it’s actually the --

the production of oil in and of itself, again separate

and distinct frau hydraulic fracturing.

You may recall in California’s history, the

Departnent of the Navy sued the united -_ sued the State
of California back in the 20s or 30s over the very

question of subsidence in the Wiiieington Oil Field had

resulted in earth reverent, seismicity.
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The question there was whether they could

continue to do production.

The resolution to that was to require the

injection of water back into the fonnetion even as they

were pulling the oil out, and the injection rate out I

believe is 1 percent lower, perhaps 2 percent sore water

goes back into those forations than the oil canes out in
Wilmington.

So California has a long history of managing

wastewater disposal through the Underground Injection
Control Program.

And the question of —— of induced seismicity
fran fracking, it -- it hasn’t happened here.

And with regard to induced seismidty from

injection, part of that Underground Injection Control
Program insures that — that — that it won’t create the
conditions that -- that could cause the kinds of events
that have been witnessed.

I would note one sore thing.

I didn’t talk about it in the regulations, the
draft regulations, but our draft regulations do include
provisions that speak to the question of induced

seisnicity, and operators will be required to take a look

at what is called the “California Integrated Seismic

Network.” It’s a Statewide network of — of nonitors to

Page 127
identify whether as they’re doing their hydraulic

fracturing job or within a period of tine after that

fracturing job there was an earthquake above a specified
magnitude, and if so, to identify whether there was any

cause for concern.

So we have a -- a broad history of experience
with this and with knowing what does and doesn’t cause
the -- the earthquakes relative to oil and gas

operations, and we’re incorporating that into the

regulations.

MIKE NOVO: Another camnent was -- and I know
Mr. Marshall wants to address this -- lined pits and

disposal of waste.

JASON MARSHALL: I won’t lean back.

One of the canrenters suggested that the
regulations initially allowed for injection —— excuse so,
for flow back, that -- that water when it canes back
from -- from the —- the hydraulic fracturing job, when it
flows back to the surface, it’s called Nflow back,” was

allowing for that to be placed into unlined pits.

I don’t recall any version that did allow that,
but I will tell you that what the current version says is
that flow back fluid frau a well, which essentially smans
any fluid caning back out of the well after an operator’s
engaged in stimulation because it’s very difficult to say

Page 128
when does the flow back stop and just the produced water
frau the field take over and be the sole product coming
back out of that well, but -— but all of that water is
going to have to be produced into closed systens, so no
open pits, nothing open to the air, nothing unlined.
That’s what in those proposed regulations right now.

MIKE NOVO: We had a lot of carsonts today also
about noratoriums and bans.

We do have the potential to consider those at
the County level, and that -- but I think that’s a legal
discussion as to how far we can go on sane of those
regulations as well, and I don’t know if we want tohave
that discussion today. I’m sure we’ll have that topic at
future board seetings, so I don’t know if I want to get
into that whole process today.

MaiDe we can have County Counsel share that
infonnation at a later session unless there’s sane
questions frau the Board on that.

There were a lot of comnents about —- one person
asked about, you know, what about burning off nethane
next to a wine chateau?

Those are the types of land use issues that I
think we can get involved with. We can look at zoning to
decide where we want oil production to be. We do have
the ability to arove the surface, new surface pads
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1 and-- and oil locations, so we do have the easenent
2 process, and we currently have -- one of the Planning
3 Canuission recamendations had to do with eliminating the
4 ability to have those in residential districts, and that
5 will cane to the Board of Supervisors later as well.
6 JASON MARSHALL: Do you — do you mind if I
7 touch base on those too?
8 MIKE NOVO: Yes.

9 JASON MARSHALL: Further, Mr. Chairman, lnbers,
10 in other parts of the State, this question of methane
11 and -- and venting, it has been taken up, and it’s taken
12 up by the local air districts, and we have, as we’ve been
13 developing our regulations, been in consultation with the
14 State Air Board as well as the Regional Boards talking
15 about how — how or if they are going to ado- -- nodify
16 their regulations under their authority relative to

the — the question of -- of sothane and hydraulic
fracturing.

A large amount of concern about sothane and the
release of nethane fran hydraulic fracturing operations
stetms frau the way that these operations were conducted
intheeastintheMarcellusareawhere——inthe——I
mean the Marcellus Shale, excuse me, where the flow back
was allowed to go into open air areas, and that initial
flow back might be a lot of water and a little bit of
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nethane caning out of the ground, but increasingly, you

would see, and the operators would see, increased

concentrations of nrethane and diminished anounts of water

flowing back into open air.

They case — case up with a solution they called

“green carçletion technologies,” which neans producing

into closed systeas.

When people ask us about green carpletion

technologies, and we talk with the local air districts,

they describe that as current law.

NII(E NOVO: Okay. There was a specific question

to so about the Planning Cainnission’s recomrendation.

We had a Planning Carnnission consideration of a

draft ordinance dealing with scire zoning changes and sare

zoning regulations.

As part of that recaisendation, the Planning

Caunission had recamnended the Board consider a

noratorian, and that ireratorian did -- specifically did

not include steam -- steam injection and steam techniques

for extraction.

It was fraired towards fracking and acid matrix

stinnlation.

So the Planning Cannission considered the steam

industry or the way we extract now and did not want to
affect the way we extract oil at this point.

Page 131
That will also care to the Board later.

That is not —- again, not before you today.

The — I think I’ll go through the speaker forms

at this point -- or the question forms that have been

suheitted.

The first is: Can the E)epartnent of

Conservation require the use of non—potable water for

the -- the practice of fracking and disallow the use of

fresh, drinkable water?

JASON WRSHALL: Senate Bill 4 did not give the

Departnont the authority to -- to pick who could use what

water asongst any -- any industrial users, let alone the

oil and gas industry, but what SB4 dues require is that

the operators develop what is called a “water managerent

plan” and subait that with their permitting.

That non- -- aenageirent plan is going to require

then to identify how imich water they’re using and Iran

where are they sourcing it and could it be used for saim

other purpose.

So the information will be available about where

is the water caning fran and -- and which operators are

using recycled water in -- in — in concocting their —

their hydraulic fracturing fluids, but —— but the — the

Bill does not give us any authority to — to caTTpel any
particular sourcing.

DTI Court Reporting Sd
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NIKE NOVO: Okay. And is baseline water testing

done on every well or just if you request it under the

regulations?

JASON NA1SHAI,L: Well, there’s -- there’s two ——

the two provisions for — for groundwater ironitoring and
caning up with a baseline.

If there is a groundwater sonitoring plan that
is required, then yes, there will always be a baseline

testing for -- for those groundwater non- -- those --

those stir jobs that require a groundwater nonitoring

plan, i.e. stir jobs where they’re passing through
protected water.

With regard to the neighbor notification --

And there was a — a consent -- one of the

coimenters was expressing concern that the operators were

the ones conducting the testing.

The operators are not the ones that will conduct
the testing.

labs.

The testing will be conducted by third-party

The bill will be paid by the operators, but the
individuals can pick the labs fran a list that will be
provided by the State Water Resource Control Board.

But as to will it happen in every case?

Well, the opportunity is given to the neighbor.

Page 133
If the neighbor refuses to have the baseline

tested, SB4 dues not mandate that -- that water be taken

fran their well to be tested.

MIKE NOVO: Mother question that’s probably

sore for the Board of Supervisors: In the midule of the
worst drought in -- in history, shouldn’t our first
priority be preserving our water resources and aquifers?

And then I have another question fran the sane
person: If they read the regulations about hydraulic

fracldng, and it is —— is it true that cospanies only

have to disclose the first six items in section --

They didn’t name the section.

JASON SHAI.L: I—-I—Itookalookat

that -- that question and was trying to find which

section they’re referring to.

I -— I think, if the que— — if the questioner

is still here and dan- — could clarify --

JL QNIBKRS: I am here.

It’s my question.

JASON MARSHAlL: What -— which -- which section

are you referring to, ma’am?

GAil, CHAS: (Inaudible).

CHAIR SALfl.S: Could you care to the microphone

so we can get your --

GAlL CHANBERS: When the California Resources

utions - Woodland Hills
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Board was taking on ccements for the proposed

regulations, I read the proposed regulations, and they

kept referring to a section, I can’t ratrd,er exactly

what the number was, I think it was 1788 or 1787,

Section A, B and C, and I started reading Section B, and

I said “Oh, hey, these regulations are pretty good,” you

know, “they say where the water has to ca fran, they

say where” -- “what the chemicals have to be, there’s

public disclosure,”

And then I get to Section C, and what Section C

said was that the —— the carçanies only had to disclose

numbers 1 through 6, was basically the name, address and

phone rnner if they claind confidentiality due to

trade -— due to trade secrets, and so that just kind of

wiped out all those things I thought were fairly good

regulations.

So I don’t know if it’s true that they don’t

have to do a public disclosure beforehand if they claim

trade secrets.

Andlheardyou -- oneofyouhadmentionedthat

the trade secrets criteria is very narrow.

I would like to know exactly what that trade

secrets criteria is and whether I would still get to know

where the water’s caning fran and what’s going to be done
with the wastewater and what chemicals are in it.

Page 135
1 CHAIR SALINAS: Could we have your name for the
2 record, ma ‘am, your -- your name for the record?

3 GAIL CHANBEBS: Oh, I’m sorry.

4 My nare’s Gail Chambers.

5 I’m a retired teacher in !bnterey County.

6 CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you.

7 JASON WiRSHALL: One —- I -- I’m looking for the

8 very specific section of —— of SB4 that — that will get

9 atthissolcanreadittoyou.

10 Here we go.

11 Okay. So what the regulations do with regard to
12 trade secrets is they say “Here’s all of the ifonnation

13 you need to provide,” but there is that one provision in
14 SB4 that actually says that the operators can make a

15 claim of trade secrecy, so it does not get rid of the

16 Uniform Trade Secrets Act, but then SB4 also creates a
17 limitation on it, and I will read it:

18 “Notwithstanding any other law or

19 regulation, none of the following information

20 shall be protected as a trade secret: The
21 identities of chemical constituents of additives
22 including CIS identification nuithers, the

23 concentrations of the additives in the well

24 stimulation treaint fluid” ——

25 FE2LE SPEAKER: Could you read a little slower,

please?

“The concentrations of the additives In
the well stimulation,” so the identities, the
concentrations, “air or pollution menitoring

data, health and safety data associated with

well treatuent or the chemical carosition of
the flow back fluid,”

If the —— so what the law says is if you’re
trying to claim a trade secret based upon that
information, you can’t claim a trade secret.

So our regulation says because there was this
opportunity for an operator to claim a trade secret, we
have to have a reflection of that in our regulation.

However, the foundation of any trade secret is
found right there in those five provisions, and so while
SB4 makes a stateint about there could be a trade
secret, it then closes the window so such that we have
not yet seen, in nine nonths of experience, any operator
attenpting to claim trade secrecy because the
restrictions in SB4 make it a]scst isposs3le. We
haven’t -- we haven’t seen one -- seen a — an inventive
claim yet that — that would pass suster.

CHAIR SALflS: Thank you.

MIKE WYJO: I have a few nore, Mr. Chair.
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This asks for Where will the chemicals

used in fracking be posted, how much in advance of the
well permit, and what recourse do people living In
adjacent areas to challenge a proposed permit?

JASON NARSHALL: So the identity of the
chemicals thatare-—aretobe——tobeusedinthe

hydraulic fracturing project have to be disclosed to the
Department in advance, and those are part of the 30-day
notice.

They also have to be disclosed after the fact,
that’s the 60 days after hydraulic fracturing, and
individuals have the opportunity to participate in the —

the -— the permitting process and — and cantmnt on the
actual stim job that — that’s being proposed as the
permit for that stim job goes forward.

That was one of the reasons why there was a —

a -- a conscious change made by the Legislature to create
a permitting event out of well stimulation treatment.

Had they not done that, the operators might have
net the requiretents of SB4, but just done so under the
rubric of that general notice of intent to drill that

they might have filed with us nonths ago, could be years
ago, but now there’s a very specific permitting event
associated with that which then creates that — that --

that -- that process by which people can participate.
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F2lE SPEAKER: (Inaudib1e where do they find

out that information (inaudible).

CHAIR SALIS: Excuse tne. Excuse ne.

Oh, I’m --

JASON PSHAIL: Madam — I’m sorry.

I didn’t-- very goodpoint. I did not finish

that.

The disclosure docunentation is found on the

Department’s website.

It wiil also be, in the interim, for the next

several years, also be available on Frack Focus.

SB4 requires the department to engage in a

rather lengthy State IT procurerent process.

Anybody who’s dealt with building in a large

State database knows that this is not scinething you do

overnight.

But in the interim, we are using our Departirent

website in a — in conjunction with Frack Focus for that

disclosure.

Eventually there will be a — a larger

disclosure site available, and that’s being built by the

Department now, and the -- the legislature recognized the

tine frame of that. I believe it’s 2016 they give us

to -- to finish that.

CHAIR SALI)S: Okay. Mike?

considered at our local level.

We’d have to decide if we have the ability to do

that.

I -- I know County Counsel would have

significant concerns with addressing existing wells and

takings under the Constitution, so that could be

addressed at a — a local level.

I don’t think we need to spend too much time on

that here.

How do people with existing wells resubuit their

applications?

I -- I believe if they’re converting or -- or

proposing a fracking well or well stimalation, they would

have to apply to IXXR, I assume.

JASON M1PSHALL: I’m sorry.

Read the question again, please?

MIKE NOVO: How -- how -- how do people with

existing weUs resutinit their applications?

JASON RSHAIJ: .4h.

So one of the provisions of SB4, again in

creating a separate permitting activity, one of the

k’age iu
things that that also accamodates is the —- the prospect

that there may be a well that was drilled at one point in

tine in the past but that now the operator wants to

engage in well stimulation, and maybe it was even in --

in -— before the effective date of 584.

Wowtheywouldneedtogetapenrtit. Soif they

were talking about going after -- doing a well stim

treatment in a formation where they already had a well

caçleted into it, they would need to go back and get

that permit for the well stimulation because the prior

notice of intent to driU would not have applied.

MIKE NOVO: Is it true that the new regulations

that are carting frau SB -- required by S84 exclude

addressing cyclic steam injunction?

JASON MARSHAlL: 584 specifically excludes

cyclic steaming fran the regulation under -- under SB4.

it is a different practice than hydraulic fracturing, and

it is regulated under the underground -- the -- the

existing Underground Injection Control Program.

MIKE NOVO: The Bakken and Marcellus formations

are as much as a mile deep. They are contiguous and

inçerneable.

The Wonterey formation is shallow,

non-contiguous, penreable and riddled with synclines,

anticlines and fault lines.
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1 How can we assume that fluid injected under

2 pressure will not daylight and crc- -- or

3 cross-contaminate adjacent aquifers?

4 JASON MARSHALL: The Wonterey Shale across the

5 State of California and -- and -- and other shales that

6 are the sane thing, but with a different name, actually

7 do have daylighted areas, but they’re also, in same

B cases, 10, 12,000 feet deep.

9 So it’s not quite accurate to say that —— that

10 the Manterey Shale is shallow all over the place.

11 It does daylight, and I believe it even

12 daylights at same point here in nterey County.

13 What we have in the way of the regulations that

14 we’ve proposed is twofold to protect what -- or prevent

15 what is being asked about there.

16 The first is that -— that analysis, that five

17 tines radial analysis of geologic structures.

18 So again, if the hydraulic fracturing job was

19 proposed to go 1,000 feet —- excuse ne, that’s

20 preposterously long, 200 feet, then the operator would

21 need to nodal out 1,000 feet and then draw that sphere

22 that I described. The weU is down at 3,000-foot depth,

23 and they’re talking about a 200-foot hydraulic fracture

24 propagation, fine, go out 1,000 feet frau that point

25 where the — the stim job’s going to take place and draw
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MIKE NOVO: Next question is: Would a ban on

fracking apply to existing wells?

And I think I’ll answer that.

That would do- -- depend on a ban that would be
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that sphere 1,000 feet in radius and take a look and see
are there any geologic structures that would — that we’d
need to know the evaluation of to know that they’re going

to be cipetent to maintain or with — with — withstand
the fracture or contain the fracture.

So if it was close to the surface, and the

operator was going to engage in hydraulic fracturing,
that would be scznothing that would be evaluated, and if

they can’t insure that it’s going -- that the fracture’s
going to maintain inside that — that zone, you can’t go
forward.

MIKE NO: In July, there were newspaper

reports that D) had iss- -- had issued cease and
desist orders to seven oil well operations because their
fracking operations might be permitting a water aquifer.

Please explain why the cease and desist order
was issued.

JASON MARSHALL: That actually had nothing to do
with hydraulic fracturing, and the concern was not about
hydraulic fracturing of those wells.

The concern was that those wells had been
pernitted into a zone that was -- it was not the correct
zone to have been permitted into, and so we were going

hack through and had been going through an overall review
of our Underground Injection Control Program, separate
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and distinct fran 554 ispleTlentation, and taking a look
at wells that have been permitted in the past to make

sure that they were done appropriately.

We identified that -— that scee of these wells

that were doing injection were actually far too close to
supply wells, and we have sore criteria that we put down,
water supply wells, we have sore criteria that we’ve been
filtering through, and these wells were too close.

Weorderedthe--thewellstoceaseinjecting
so as to -- to prevent any further contamination, and we
even -- we have ordered testing of water, water supply,
as well as testing of what the injectate has been to
determine to what degree, if any, there has actually been
contamination of those wells, but it had nothing to do
with hydraulic fracturing.

MIKE NOVO: Where is the waste production water
disposed of by current hydraulic fracturing wells in
California?

I think you’ve talked about that one.

JASON MARSHAll.: It’s —— it’s with the rest of
the produced water, 75 percent of it into existing

hydrocarbon zones, 20 percent into -— for — in waste oil
recovery, 20 percent of it into disposal wells, many of
which are old hydrocarbon zones, and 5 percent’s treated.

MIKE NOVO: Fracking technology’s continuously

kage 144
been inproved over several decades, so if the technology
evolves in California, couldn’t fracking expand in the
Salinas Valley?

JASON MARSHALL: Absolutely. That’s — it’s
a -— it’s a factual -- it’s an observation of the way
that the oil and gas industry has -- has operated, and
it’s consistent with the history that I described.

Initial wells doing primary recovery in 1860s,
operators learned how they could do water flood in 1905
and -- and started doing that with the first — the first
well in 1905 doing water flood, and then in the ‘60s,
they applied steam and began hydraulic fracturing.

The application of hydraulic fracturing through
horizontal wells is another develcpnt that’s happened.

It’s not as much here, but it -— other parts of
the nation, it has resulted in an appreciable increase in
the nation’s ability to produce natural gas.

Take that however you want to take that, but I
don’t have any doubt that if oil remains in $100 a barrel
that operators will continue to atteipt to find ways to
produce oil at $100 a barrel.

If it falls, their enthusiasm for —— for pricey
exploratory techniques may fall, as well.

MIKE NOVO: What specific chemicals are used in
well stlimilation?
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JASON MARSHALL: I can’t list the entire 700 or

so chemicals that are in the report that was ccnnissioned
by Congressman Waxman, U.S. Congressman Warnan, but there
isa--a--a--areportavailable, anditdeeslist
approximately 700 chemicals. It was a survey that he and
his staff did of, well, operators who were using
hydraulic fracturing to -- and -- and asked them to
disclose what they were using, and it does indeed
disclose a number of chemicals, sate of which were
characterized by prior carrenters as things you find
under your -- your kitchen sink, others of which have
been characterized as, you know, a really bad carcinogen,
and both of those claims are correct, you can find then
under your kitchen sink, and some of then are
characterized as carcinogens.

ullNOV0: And—

JASON MARSHALL: Sane of then are also
(inaudible).

MIKE lfJ?0: Sorry.

FALE SPEAKER: Can you say that a little
louder, please, and the number (inaudible).

JASON MARSHALL; Pardon re?

FAIE SPEAKER: Can you please say that a
little louder, and the number?

JASON MARSHALL: I didn’t have a number, I’m
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sorry, but — and —- and (inaudible).

F1E SPEAKER: (Inaudible).

MIKE NOVO: Seven ——

JASON MASHA.LL: I’m sorry.

Seven bun- -- yes, approximately 700, I believe,

is in the — the — the Congressional study camiissioned

by Congressman Waxr8n’s camnittee.

lind again, I don’t know the naxtes of all of

than, but I would be -- I would say that the claims that

were made here today that they are carcinogenic, rare of

then are, yes, and sate of those sane chemicals are

indeed found under your sink and In your swiinning pool.

FAIE SPEAKER: (Inaudible).

JASON RSHALL: Sorry.

MIKE NOVO: (Inaudible) next question.

Where will all the water cone from? I know you

talked about a lot of it cares from the oil wells

themselves and then reused, but where will -- will the

water cairn from?

JA*4 RSHALL: Cperators -- it really depends

on — on what the available water is, if they’re going to

prockice it out of the oil field, and a — an operator

would be better equipçed to -- to describe the chemistry

of this, but as I understand it in talking with the

operators about what are their barriers to using recycled
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water, sate of the naturally occurring chemicals that are

in the oil fields after they strip the oil out of the

water that cares up from those fields, for instance

boron, creates an inpeditrent to the chemical reactions

that they need to have to nla]ce the -- the -- the

hydraulic fracturing fluid gel and break and have the

other properties that -- that they want it to have when

they’re -- they’re doing the -- the job.

They have indicated quite clearly that it’s not

a technological im- -- iiiossibility.

It just makes the chemistry nore difficult for

than and thus tiore costly.

So sane of then have -- have been using recycled

water and produced water, and sane of them still prefer

to use fresh, and they’re going to have to disclose that

as part of their water management plans.

MIKE NOVO: What are the fees for permitting

prisery, secondary and tertiary wells?

JASON MARSHALL: I’m sorry?

The what?

MIKE NOVO: For permitting primary, tertiary and

secondary wells, the fees.

JASON MARSHALL: We -- we don’t charge fees per

well drilled.

We assess for our entire costs.

I -- I’m sorry.

I’m blanking on the budget.

It’s saiewhere in the $30 million range and has

been increasing, 60 new positions in the current fiscal

year.

But we assess the total axteunt on all operators,

and so they all get a bill, and they submit those bill --

sul:utit bills back to us.

It’s based upon their prior year’s production,

so we’re sending out bills here in 2014 for how much oil

did the individual operators produce in 2013, and I

believe the current assessnent is saxrnwhere in the 27 to

28 cents per barrel range to generate the 30—plus million

dollars of our budget.

NOi NOVO: So I think that probably answers the

next -- next question: Is there a percentage of revenue

to pay for nenitoring processes?

JASON MARSHALL: Yes.

MIKE NDVO: Okay. D landowners above these

underlying basins receive (inaudible) if they do not have

their own well?

JASON MARSHALL: I — I assure the question

arnans does a mineral rights owner receive paWent if they

don’t own the surface rights.

I--I-- Iwouldreailydefertoyour-- your
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counsel, but it is our eerience that the person who

owns the mineral rights, if it’s not the oil and gas

operator, that they’re being paid a royalty by the oil
and gas operator for having extracted the oil.

MIKE NOVO: If hydraulic fracturing is safe, why

has it been exempted from the Clean Water Act?

JASON MARSHAll: Hydraulic fracturing —— it’s

not entirely true to say that -- that hydraulic

fracturing has been exempted fran the Clean Water Act.

What is the case when people make that -- that

statenrnnt, they’re referring to satething called the
“Halliburton Exemption,” and what it says is that -- it’s

the Safe Drinking Water Act, and -— and what it is to say

is that hydraulic fracturing isn’t subject to that unless

they’re using diesel fuel.

So if the operator does use diesel fuel, I -- I

may have nentioned this in my presentation, if they use
18 diesel fuel, then they’re going to be subject both to the

19 Underground Injection Control Program in California, but

20 then also all of the SB4 regulations.

21 MIKE NOVO: So I don’t know that the -- the
22 speaker can answer the next question, but several
23 speakers indicated steam injection return X acre feet of
24 water, how many acre feet of water were used to create
25 the steam conpared to what is returned? Is there maybe a
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rule of thtnrb on percentage?

JASON RSHML; I -— I -- I coulth’t get the
answer to that question today, but if I spoke with Pat
Ithel, our District 3 oil and gas super- -- deputy

supervisor, we could prubably pull s nimbers together
for the -- for the Board if you were so inclined.

MIKE R Okay. Does SB4 include any setback
laws to keep fracking away frcrn sensitive areas like

schools?

JASON RSHALL: I believe the Legislature did

consider setbacks like that, but did not adept thea, and
I believe that the preaise was to leave that to a local

land use authority.

MIKE NOVO: And isn’t it correct that any

anticipated cluanical substances have to be disclosed
ahead of tire, and she points to a section.

JASON WJSHALL: That is correct.

The -— the anticipated chenical ccniposition is
what needs to be disclosed ahead of tiiie.

Keep in mind the timing of this.

The — the -- the ch8nical cclposition of the
hydraulic fracturing fluid may not be known by the
operator on the day that they are filing the paperwork
with the State agency, us, and -- and getting those
disclosures out.
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Why might it not be known?

Well, because they use service cclTpanies, they
aren’t the ones who are actually doing the job, and so
when the the service caipany is building the hydraulic
fracturing program prcçosal for the operator, the
operator knows where they want to di it, and they know
how deep they want to do and what formation, but there
may be issues with availability of —— of chesical, issues
of what type of reaction that they -- that they’re

concerned about, and so they change the chenical.

Now, they have to report the actual chenicals
used at the 60—thy afterwards reporting, so there’s a
correction there in this -- in the -- the regulatory
scheee.

MIKE NOVO: That includes all the questions that
we had, Mr. Chair.

CHAIR SALINAS: Thank you, Mike.
Thank you, Mr. Marshall.

MIKE NOVO: Mr. Marshall might have a couple
other things he’d like to touch on, though.

JASON RSHALL: There were a couple of

statesents that if it pleases you, Mr. Chairman, I
could -- I could clarify, just help -- help understand,
help in— -- increase clarity around the —— the issues.

There was a question or concern about well
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integrity relative to earthquakes, not so naich
earthquakes being caused by hydraulic fracturing, but
what about well integrity when an--when the earth
shakes.

Unless the well crosses a fault, the well and
the earth all cove together, and so our experience is
that that — that that doesn’t result in damage to the —

the well.

However, when we have had earthquakes, for
instance in the L.A. Basin, we — we recently had a
couple, what we do is we tell the operators in the area
“You need to shut the wells in for” -- “for a bit, check
to make sure there’s no damage, and then you can resune
production.”

So we -- we have s experience with that.
There was a lot of conversation about whether

there is or isn’t hydraulic fracturing in
Monterey County.

I will sisply say that fran the Dopartisent’s
point of view, we don’t have any evidence of it in 2012,
we don’t have any evidence of any applications of it here
intwothou-——excusere, in20l3, we don’t have any
evi- — evidence of applications in 2014, but we are also
aware that it has been used in the past in the County.

And the question is -- is really core, and this
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was pointed out a little bit by the representative fran
Chevron, hydraulic fracturing is not sanething that an
operator just does to a well once it has -— once they
feel like maybe it’s not flowing anyonzre.

Cperators tend to do hydraulic fracturing to
formations that are already identified as too tight, not
porous enough.

So usually what we see is not hydraulic
fracturing caning in, you know, at the tail end of a
well’s life, but really at the very beginning of its
life. It’s drilled, hydraulically fractured, and then
operates, and hydraulic fracturing tends to be done once
on a well unless the operator deepens the well to a
different part of the formation, and then they might do
that stim job in a deeper part of the formation.

I think -- I think that — that covers the --

the cannents that I thought I’d like to clarify for you.
CHAIR SALINAS: Thank -- thank you, Mike.

And let re ask our Board if there’s any general
caments about you can maybe tell us a little bit what --

what’s the process fran there.

I know there -- you’re going to go — still
look, and there’s sane letters that cane fran the
industry that County Counsel has to look at in terms of
what are sate of the vested rights there that they might
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have and how broad is this -- the ordinance that you were

looking at or even the troratoriulu. We have no language

on it.

So I know those are issues that you’ re still

going to be looking at and — and hopefully, you know,

process than through the Planning Commission and then

mae back to this Board, but at this point, I don’t ksow

if there’s any general comrents fran my colleagues up

here before we need a irotion to accept reccmnenda- --

presentation.

Yeah.

Okay. Go ahead.

SUPERVISOR PARKER: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I just had a couple of questions that haven’t

shown up in the questions fran the -- fran the public.

One was I think when I was reading about this, I

sawthat there was a-—a-— am sort of statistic about

the — the, I don’t know, well failure rate or problans

with the wells, you know, you try to make sure there’s no

leakage or anything, and I think I saw a statistic that

it was, like, between 5 and 7 percent of the wells have

sm sort of issue.

Is that an accurate figure?

JASON MARS1M.L: I -- I don’t have a better

nuwr for you, but I would -- I would note that one of
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the reasons that we require the pressure testing of the

wells under the SB4 regulations is to make sure that

there aren’t any unknown compromises of well integrity,

i.e. well failure, that -- that hasn’t happened to the

well and that it’s sitting there silent and -- and -- and

hasn’t been yet noted.

So we require that pressure testing of all of

the components of the well that would be exposed to the

pressure, we do it 125 percent of what the treatment

pressure would be is what we’re going to require, and if

there was sane unknown weakness in the well prior to

that, it’s going to get revealed in that pressure

testing.

SUPERVISOR PARKER: And that would happen prior

to each fracking —

JASON l.RSHALL: Yep.

SUPERVISOR PARKER: — episode.

JASON WRSNM.L: That is correct.

SUPERVISOR PARKER: Thank you.

And could you clarify the -- the tineline for

when the EIR and the independent study are going to be

done --

JASON RSIiALL: That’s a --

SUPERVISOR PARKER: -- and when the regulations
are coming out?
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‘Cause when I was reading things, I couldn’t

quite figure that out, and I think there have been scare

questions that cane up.

JASON .RSHML: Yeah.

That was one of the questions I forgot to

address.

It’s a very good point made by the

representative from Food and Water Watch and -- and your

question as well, supervisor.

When the legislature passed 5B4, they had a

number of different pieces that were -- were catting at

than. They wanted an EIR, they wanted an independent

study, they wanted the regs done yesterday, and so there

were a lot of tineline challenges that were -- were

created by that.

The regs initially were supposed to be in effect

on January 1 of 2015, but there was a provision in the

groundwater menitoring criteria that the Water Board is

developing, for instance, those weren’t supposed to be in

until July 1st of 2015.

That would have created a — a really big

prcblea because on January 1, we would have been saying

to operators “You need to go get a groundwater nenitoring

plan approved by the Water Board as meeting their

criteria that won’t exist for six months.”
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So the Legislature changed that date in trailer

bill language earlier this year to make the effective

date of the regulations coincide with the -- the date for

that KIR -- excuse me, the date for the -- the -- the --

the groundwater monitoring criteria.

ThathappenstobethesamedateastheElR, but

the original bill directed us to complete the EIR by

July 1st, but also make sure the regulations were done

and effective January 1st.

The trailer bill did not give us irore tine to

adopt the regulations.

It simply said “Get than done by January 1st,

but they won’t be effective until July.”

14 So the way we have looked at this since the

15 passage and signature of SB4 is that we are to inform

16 ourselves as well as we can about the information that we

17 are gathering as we go through the EIR develotent and in

18 consultation and -- and talking with the — the folks who

19 are developing that independent scientific study, a

20 study, which I might add, is going to be peer reviewed,

21 but we’re getting as such information as we can to infona

22 ourselves about the regulations, knowing full and well

23 that if that final study canes back and says “You missed

24 something kind of important here” that we’re going to be
25 doing an amendment to these regulations, we’ll do another
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regulatory process, and we’ll — we’ll add to it.
But we think we know enough, based upon what

we’ve already learned about potential sources of
contamination, migration of -- of — of gases into
other -— other —— other zones, well failure issues being

the source of potential contamination, that we have put
those requirmeents in the regulations right now, and if
there are others armd the margin, we’ll be doing an

amendment.

SUPERVISOR PARKER: Thank you.

(Inaudible) the sausage making.

The -- and then question that I know you said
that the -- the operator needs to — or the -- the permit
appilcant needs to cone up with a water -- a groundwater
sunitoring plan.

Who oversees that plan, who do they give the
information to, and who’s checking to make sure
everything’s hunky-dory with the -- the groundwater?

JASC4 RSHAIL: The details of the groundwater
menitoring plans that will be in effect in, again,
July 1st of 2015, those details are being worked out by
the Water Board now, so I can’t answer that -- that
question.

What I can tell you today is that the -- in the
regulations we put into effect on January 1st, we require
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that the -- the information frau the baseline saspling be
conducted by a lab approved by the State Water Board and
that the -- the crEiposition of that be made available to
us, to the Water Board, and the operator gets that -—

that information as well so they -- they know what’s
there, and then subsequent testing will be conducted
similarly, independent lab, selected off a list approved
by the Water Board and again distributed to those sane --

those sane agencies, entities.

SUPEISOR PARKER: Find then just one last
question.

And on the relationship between the State
regulatory authority and the local, sounds to me as
though the State is going to do what it’s going to do,
S84 and get all those regulations in place hopefully
consistent with the study and the EIR and ail of that.

If the County had a concern that maybe the
regulation wasn’t strict enough saiehow or protective
enough, the —— is it accurate to say that the County, if
they wanted to do sate sort of regulation, would have to
do things like specify locations where this kind of
operation could or could not happen, they could regulate
possibly -- there was a question about where is the water
going to cone from, and the question of how such water is
going to be used might be able to set limits on how such
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water could be used, could set limits on how taich methane
would be allowed to be released, different things like
that that happen above the — above the ground, so that
would be sort of staking rules to try to tighten things up
a little bit or that the County could do a itoratorium or
a -- or a ban.

But I guess the other thing I read that sort of
raises a — you know, hopefully that’s sesi accurate, but
then I also read that there was an amendment to 5B4 that
allowed local jurisdictions to —— either to do mere ——

require mere environment — environmental review or maybe
as a result of that put mere mitigation measures in
place, and I guess I’m just kind of confused.

And - arid maybe we don’t need to answer it
today, but this is the discussion that would ccste later
as we talk about what we’re going to do later, you know,
what -- what really is the authority that the County has
to try to work with these kinds of operations.

MIKE YO: Mr. Chair, if I can just answer.
Prchably (inaudible) for today because the —

the answer is that we can’t occupy areas of the law that
are already regulatable in the State.

So it’s not only

It’s the Regional Water iality Control Board.
It’s the air districts.
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You know, we have to find our own niche in the

(inaudible) regulations, which is what we do as -- as far
as other County zoning regulations, but we can’t occupy
the sane field or regulatory authority that the State
already occupies.

We’re preerpted by State law and -- and in this
other case the Federal law as well fran doing some of
that.

So you know, it’s a very catplex set of
questions and answers that I think we do have to deal
with later as we go on to regulations.

SUPERVISOR PARKER: Yeah.

And it sounds like even without the County
entering into it, there’s already a patchwork of people
trying to keep an eye on all of this, so — great.

Thank you.

J?150W WiRS1I,L: I -- I would ado to that one
thing, Madam Supervisor.

l6nterey County, it’s sty understanding nterey
County, when an operator wants to drill a well, they —-

they cate to nterey County if it’s in Bonterey County’s
22 jurisdiction and go through the entire CEQ? process
23 because the — the land use authority to drill the well
24 is satething that Bonterey County —— I don’t believe that
25 you have a drill by right ordinance in the County, you --
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so when the County is considering a project under CEQ

for that land use authority, smpazate and distinct fron

the —- the permit that XX will have to issue for

the--thenotioeofintenttodriiloreventhewST, it

is the County’s not just opportunity but really

responsibility to make sure that ail of the envirormantal

iaçacts are identified and -- and appropriately mitigated

through the —- that CEQA process.

I know that for instance, the State lands

Conmission has made it a policy of theirs to say to

operators who want to be drilling, they ask thea straight

up “Are you planning on doing hydraulic fracturing,” and

then the -- when the operator says “No, I’m not,” then

that changes the sccçe of what their environmental review

is because they now know they don’t have to do a review

of hydraulic fracturing.

However, they also sake it very clear to the

operator that “If at sa point In time in the future you

decide that you want to do hydraulic fracturing, that’s

going to be a significant change in what you’re” -—

“you’re asking to do, and we’re going to insist that you

go back through that A process to identify those.”

The Statewide EIR that I described in my earlier

presentation is going to provide sate information that

will guide local goveratents as they’re making these
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decisions relative to the enviromita]. impacts

associated with — with -- with the practice, but it’s

yet to be seen how detailed it will be and how well it

will cover the specifics of individual projects.

CHAIR SALINAS: Okay. Thank you.

Board.

Any --

SUPERVISOR POTTER: ttwe receipt of it to the

SUPERVISOR ASNSNTA: Second.

CHAIR SALINAS: Okay. tion is --

SUPERVISOR POTTER: Just a brief --

CHAIR SALINAS: Go ahead.

I’m sorry, Jim.

Were you going to say satething?

SUPERVISOR P1’rER: You know, just -- just to --

as—asthemakerofthenotion, 1--Ijustoffer, you

know, a couple political observations.

First of all, this -- this topic’s not going to

go away. I mean it’s not going to go away iocaliy,

Statewide or nationally.

It’s —- it’s a very contentious issue.

And satetiires it’s better to be part of

protecting what you have and what your existing

operations are than being in the defensive node as far as

an initiative goes.

DTI Court Reporting So
1—800—826—0277
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And the initiative is, my suspicion, as it seems

to have happened in three other counties, it’s going to

overreach, and it’s not going to be specific only to

fracldng, but it may go into other areas that will

actually affect the existing operations that are going on

today.

You know, the initiative process to fight —

fight is very expensive, it’s equally polarizing, and

it’s very, very tine consuming.

It’s not —— it’s not a good process to go

through.

So to the industry, I’d — I’d advise that you

make sure you at least protect what you have.

I think we all agree, you know, there’s --

there’s -- there’s good aspects in the oil industry, but
it’s villainized nationally, and we don’t want to get

into that debate, I don’t think.

So I think we’d be better off to do what we can

to go ahead and address the fracking issue as intiediately

as possible because I believe the State process is

extrerely protracted, it’s going to take a long, long

tire, and the — the lotoy influ- — influences at the

State level are far worse than they are here, and they

have a such bigger impact at the State level than they do

with us locally.
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So I’d -- I’d suggest that we, you know, realize

that we don’t want to get into this public fight over

trying to protect what’s already here.

CHAIR SALfl,S: Thank you for that.

And let ma thank everybody.

We certainly had over 50 people catnonting

today.

Certainly very catplicated issue, could be very

coeplicated, and we need to be treading lightly.

I represent that District, so to ma, what

anything if there’s overreaching here on -- on

whatever cares forward, I’m going to be very particular

about scrutinizing that.

I sean we have hundreds of workers there that

rely on those jobs, very good paying jobs, we have a

ccepany that’s been there that have been doing a good job
working with the -- with the folks down there, the

landowners, the cattlen and all the people down there.

So —— so we got to tread lightly.

And -— and it is contentious, it’s

controversial, but I think that’s why we have to be sure

that what we’re doing is for the good of nterey County,
not for an agenda that comas fran out of the County, not
for an agenda that, you know, frankly ——

And I was up there with all this saus- --
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sausage n’aldng, and I Jatow Senator Fran Pavley. She was
there. She was the architect of AB32, and I was the one

that was holding out for a while simply because saretines
there’s unintended consequences.

I happen to represent the Salinas Valley.

They wanted to make it so onerous that our folks
couldn’t be driving trucks to get the produce fran the
field to the processing plants.

I wasn’t going to support that.

I have to protect, you know, the jobs in my
District, the people, the workers that are here.

So working with the Senator there, we were able
to attend it to say it’s not the ag folks here that are
doing this.

It’s the manufacturers.

Get then to produce nere fuel efficient trucks,
wore fuel efficient vehicles.

I ended up supporting the bill, which became

the -- the global warming bill, very, very -- I think
very progressive type of bill.

On this one again, I am concerned if — if we
bring anything to this dais and that it’s going to impact
what’s going on right there that’s -- that’s working,
that’s worked well, and so I’d— I’d be -- I’d be
cautious about how we look this for the future.
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I so we want to protect our assets, the

Salinas Valley, the grape industry and all that, but we
also want to work with -- with satebody that’s been there
for a while that’s — they been doing a good job and has
provided sate — sane very good -- very good jobs for our
catniunity in South County and — and certainly in
nterey County.

Those are sane of the challenges that we have.
And I know the legal issues, too, for sane that

don’twanttodealwiththose, wehaveto.
There’s vested rights.

And again, it can be very complicated.
And so if we-—too hastily we put out sate type

of ordinance, and we get sued, we spend a lot of roney,
and I sean at the end, that doesn’t help.

And so I think I agree.

We got to take — tread — tread cautiously, but
you know, cane sane -- come together with something that
makes sense that folks can maybe not appreciate it, think
this is a good way to approach how we’re doing it here
in — in nterey County.

Yeah.

SUPERVISOR PARKER: Sorry, Mr. Chair.

I just wanted to ask: Sort of along those
lines, do we have a sense of when we would continue this

conversation, when satething would cane to us?
CHAIR SALINAS: Yeah.

Mike — Mike can tell you.

MIKE DVO: Yes.

One of the purposes for today’s workshop was to
gather some rore information before we return to the
Planning Cannission.

The Planning Catznission did consider a draft
ordinance, and it bad recatrtended to the Board as part of
the comments that cane through that process and after
that process, and again, because there isn’t the pressure
right now on -- on this — the well stimulation
techniques In this County, we thought it was prudent to
take a step backeard and have this conversation, gather
the infonietion fran both the State and from the public
on what the issues are and return to the Planning
Camuission with an ordinance.

That will probably occur in the next two or
three nonths, and then it will be on to the Board after
that.

SUPEISORM1FA: Okay. Mr. Chairman?
CHAIR SALINAS: Yes, sir.

SUPERVISOR AWFA: Just two or three things.
Why — what’s the purpose, and why are we

looking at an ordinance in the first place?
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What’s that all about?

MIKE I()VO: Sate of it is to neworialize sate of
the procedural changes we’ve already inipletented at the
State level and what to ask for with applications to
clarify that we have the authority to ask for that
information, also to address sate of the issues where we
have right now, as one of the speakers noted, we have the
allowance to do drilling in residential zoning districts,
we actually have sate oil wells in residential zoning
districts already, we want to decide whether we want to
continue that practice or not.

And so it — it’s really to, as I said earlier,
get ahead of this issue to make sure we have regulations
in place in case fracking or acid well stiimilation does
take off as an industry, we want to make sure that we are
ready to address it as it canes forward, but it’s also to
address the existing industry when we have new use
permits care forward.

SUPERVISOR APNENTI4: So I sean I can -- rather
than -- I — I think what I would need, and I think nil
of us wouldneed, unlessweallindependentlydo--we
actually do our own independent research, but if you
could — and I’m not asking for volunteers ‘cause what
I’m going to get is one side of the story, and I’m going
to get the other side of the story, so I’m asking staff
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if you can recoemand to our offices, if you already have,

the whole issue of — of people niake allegations that

this is going to ruin minority camminities or has, so

what we need is an objective, scientific infotion that

tell us if it does have lapacts, what are they if they

exist, and — and I just got to figure out —

I—I--Ibeen-—Iwent—Iwentdownto—

to San Ardo about a week before last.

Nost of us have gone down there.

I actually did Child Protective Services down

there as a social worker back in ‘84, so I hadn’t been

back to San Ardo in over 20 years.

ButI--whatlneedtodoisindependentlygo

so people may or may not try to cloud my vision or

anything else is -- you know, is maybe have sore contacts

down -- you know, it’s up to am, you know.

I’m thinking about going to Kern County and

actually going down there and -- and figure out who --

who to talk to down there that is not on either side of

this issue, but can sort of give am scam information

and -- and how that is- — that caaznity has been

irpacted, if any at all.

Soyoubiow, I—Iwculd-—I’dlikethat

suggested.

If—— ifyoujustsendmea].inkortwotomy
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office and to — to all of our offices, unless we’ve done

it already ‘cause saimtinms it’s — you’re looking for

satmthing, and maybe you made up, you know, just —— maybe

you looking at it a little bit differently, and maybe you

inadeupyourmind, Idon’tknow,butl--I’dliketo

better have information that would be educational for am.

There’s plenty of folks that are here today and

others that would like to educate am this way or that

way.

Whatlwanttodoislwanttomakea--anmre

infonted decision in terms of especially around

residential areas, whether there’s any inpacts there.

That’s all.

Thank you.

CHAIR SALINAS: Okay. We do have a netion and a

second.

AU in favor of the netion to receive the

presentation indicate by saying “Aye.”

SUPERVISOR MENTA: Aye.

SUPERVISOR P(YPIER: Aye.

SUPERVISOR PARKER: Aye.

CHAIR SALINAS: Any opposed?

Notion carries unaniamusly.

So ordered.

(End of audio transcription.)
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